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Abstract

In recent years, facial expression recognition has become a useful scheme for computers to affectively understand the emotional state of human beings. Facial representation and facial expression recognition under unconstrained environments have been two critical issues for facial expression recognition systems.

This thesis contributes to the research and development of facial expression recognition systems from two aspects: first, feature extraction for facial expression recognition, and second, applications to challenging conditions.

Spatial and temporal feature extraction methods are introduced to provide effective and discriminative features for facial expression recognition. The thesis begins with a spatial feature extraction method. This descriptor exploits magnitude while it improves local quantized pattern using improved vector quantization. It also makes the statistical patterns domain-adaptive and compact. Then, the thesis discusses two spatiotemporal feature extraction methods. The first method uses monogenic signal analysis as a preprocessing stage and extracts spatiotemporal features using local binary pattern. The second method extracts sparse spatiotemporal features using sparse cuboids and spatiotemporal local binary pattern. Both methods increase the discriminative capability of local binary pattern in the temporal domain.

Based on feature extraction methods, three practical conditions, including illumination variations, facial occlusion and pose changes, are studied for the applications of facial expression recognition. First, with near-infrared imaging technique, a discriminative component-based single feature descriptor is proposed to achieve a high degree of robustness and stability to illumination variations. Second, occlusion detection is proposed to dynamically detect the occluded face regions. A novel system is further designed for handling effectively facial occlusion. Lastly, multi-view discriminative neighbor preserving embedding is developed to deal with pose change, which formulates multi-view facial expression recognition as a generalized eigenvalue problem. Experimental results on publicly available databases show that the effectiveness of the proposed approaches for the applications of facial expression recognition.
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**Tiivistelmä**

Kasvonilmeiden tunnistamisesta on viime vuosina tullut tietokoneille hyödyllinen tapa ymmärtää affektiivisesti ihmisen tunnetilaa. Kasvon esittäminen ja kasvoniilmeiden tunnistaminen rajoittamattomissa ympäristöissä ovat olleet kaksi kriittistä ongelma kasvonilmeitä tunnistavien järjestelmien kannalta.

Tämä väitöskirjatutkimus myötävaikuttaa kasvonilmeitä tunnistavien järjestelmien tutkimukseen ja kehittymiseen kahdesta näkökulmasta: piirteiden irrottamisesta kasvonilmeiden tunnistamisesta ja kasvonilmeiden tunnistamisesta haastavissa olosuhteissa.
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\( X \)  Matrix
\( I \)  An image
\( \mathbb{R}^d \)  The d-dimensional feature space
\( \chi^2 \)  Chi-Square distance of histogram
\( L(x) \)  A logistic function with \( L(x) = 1 \) if \( x \) is true and \( L(x) = 0 \) otherwise
\( C \)  Number of classes
\( P \)  Number of neighbors
\( R \)  Radius of neighborhood
\( T \)  Time length of a video clip
\( \theta \)  Orientation of filters
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\( 2D \)  Two-dimensional
\( \| \cdot \|_2 \)  \( L^2 \)-norm
\( \| \cdot \|_1 \)  \( L^1 \)-norm
\( * \)  Convolution operation
\( i, j, m \)  Scalar index variable
\( | \cdot | \)  Absolute value
\( \text{sign}(\cdot) \)  The sign of a real number
\( \text{Pr}(\vec{x}) \)  Probability of \( \vec{x} \)
\( V \)  Voting number of classifier
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The study of Darwin (1872) showed that facial muscle movement and the tone of the speech are two major ways for expressing the common emotions of human beings when communicating. In addition, Mehrabian (1968) indicated that the facial expression of the speaker contributes 55% to the effect of the spoken message, which is more than the verbal part (7%) and the vocal part (38%). Therefore, the face tends to be the most visible form of emotion communication. It makes facial expression recognition a widely used scheme for measuring the emotional state of human beings. The first study of Suwa et al. (1978) towards automatic facial expression recognition using computers was taken in 1978, but it has been increasingly developed since the 1990s. Today, facial expression recognition systems have great potential for different applications, such as human-computer interaction (HCI) and medical analysis (Kaltwang et al. 2012). It is worth investigating the nature of facial expression and design of new systems.

The facial expressions are categorized into some basic emotions (e.g., neutral, happiness, anger, disgust, sadness, fear, and surprise), as shown in Figure 1, which were presented by Darwin (1872). Therefore it is possible to make the relevant training and test materials of facial expressions available. Most of the existing efforts on facial expression recognition have been made to classify these basic facial expressions. They have taken much effort on measurement of facial geometric, description of facial appearance and its motion, also including classification of facial expressions. According to Tian et al. (2005, 2011), it is well known that the general framework for facial expression recognition is like the one presented in Figure 2. The system in general consists of face acquisition, facial expression extraction and representation, and facial expression classification. Specifically, the stage of face acquisition attempts to find the face area from the input images or videos and sometimes align all faces into a reference model by using facial landmarks, the procedure of facial expression extraction and representation aims to extract the features for well representing facial expressions, and finally, the classification step assigns the input pattern to a specific category.

Facial expression representation plays an important role in facial expression recogni-
tion. It can be viewed as generating good features for well describing the appearance, structure and motion of facial expressions. More specifically, facial expression features attempt to effectively describe the facial muscle or facial motion for static or dynamic facial images. They are usually elementary characteristics, e.g., shape, color and texture. Alternatively, they can also refer to the result of Fisher criterion of minimizing within-class variations of facial expressions while maximizing between-class variations. According to the recent progress in face descriptors, facial geometric and appearance methods are two widely used schemes to extract the features of interest of facial expressions. The most representative ones are shape feature (Jain et al. 2011), Gabor filter (Buciu et al. 2003) and local binary pattern (LBP) (Feng et al. 2005a,b, Shan et al. 2009). They are utilized in the analysis of still images and dynamic image sequences for facial expression recognition. However, shape features with effective computational cost are not robust to low-resolution, while Gabor and LBP have large dimension of feature for facial images.

Another limitation of the existing facial expression recognition methods is such that recent researches have attempted to recognize facial expressions from data collected in a highly controlled environment. In practice, it is not always easy to get face images with good quality in the real-world environment. Conversely, the face images with poor quality, possibly at low resolution or bad illumination in visual surveillance, provide more challenges to facial expression recognition. Recently, the Emotion Recognition in the wild challenge and workshop (EmotiW 2013\(^2\), 2014\(^3\)) first explored the performance of emotion recognition methods to work in the wild. This further demonstrated that a facial expression analysis system should be able to automatically recognize facial expressions at lower resolution and handle the full range of head motion.

Over the years, much effort has been made on the development of geometric and appearance features for facial expression recognition. The task is far from being solved, although many interesting applications have been developed by posting constraints on the environments. This thesis starts from the spatial and temporal analysis of features and proposes new methods for facial expression recognition.

\(^2\)http://cs.anu.edu.au/few/emotiW
\(^3\)http://cs.anu.edu.au/few/emotiW2014.html
According to Lyons et al. (1998), seven basic emotions are commonly used in facial expression recognition. Classical pipeline of facial expression recognition.

1.2 Facial expression recognition databases

Having enough labeled data of facial expressions is a prerequisite of automatic facial expression recognition. Most of the existing studies on facial expression recognition have been based on the data sets of deliberately expressed emotions, elicited by asking the participants to perform a series of emotional expressions in front of a camera. As far as the databases used in this thesis are concerned, the following databases need to be mentioned. The details of other databases can be referred to Zeng et al. (2009).

The Cohn-Kanade database

This database consists of 100 university students, ranging in age from 18 to 30 years. Sixty-five percent were female, fifteen percent African-American, and three percent Asia or Latino. The subjects were instructed by an experimenter to perform a series of 23 facial displays that included single action units (AUs) and combinations of AUs, six of which were based on descriptions of prototypical emotions of anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. (Kanade et al. 2000).
The extended Cohn-Kanade database

This database (CK+) is the extension of the Cohn-Kanade Database. It has been further augmented to include 593 sequences from 123 subjects for seven expressions (additional 107 sequences, 26 subjects and contempt expression), which makes it more challenging than the original database. (Lucey et al. 2010).

Oulu-CASIC NIR&VIS database

This database in Paper IV consists of 80 subjects between 23 and 58 years old. 73.8% of the subjects were males, captured with two imaging systems, near-infrared (NIR) and visible light (VIS). It contains six basic emotions (i.e., anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise). All the images were taken under the normal, weak and dark illumination conditions. The normal illumination condition means that good lighting is used. The weak illumination condition means only a computer monitor is on and the subject sits in front of the computer during dynamic facial expression process. The dark illumination condition in its turn means lighting condition is close to darkness.

Infant Classification of Pain Expressions database

The infant classification of pain expressions database (COPE) contains 204 face images of 26 neonates and involves five neonatal expressions of these, 67 are rest, 18 cry, 23 air stimulus, 36 friction, and 60 pain. Photographs were taken of the infants at baseline rest and while experiencing several noxious stimuli: bodily disturbance, an air stimulus on the nose, friction on the external lateral surface of the heel, and the pain of a heel stick. (Brahnam et al. 2007).

BU-3DFE database

BU-3DFE database consists of 100 subjects (56% female and 44% male), ranging age from 18 years to 70 years old, with a variety of ethnic ancestries. Each subject performed seven expressions in front of the 3D face scanner. With the exception of the neutral expression, each of the six prototypic expressions (happiness, disgust, fear, angry, surprise and sadness) includes four levels of intensity. Therefore, there are 25 instant 3D expression models for each subject, resulting in a total of 2,500 3D facial expression
models in the database. (Yin et al. 2006). Associated with each expression shape model, is a corresponding facial texture image captured at two views. As a result, the database consists of 2,500 two views texture images and 2,500 geometric shape models.

Multi-PIE database

The CMU Multi-PIE face database contains images from 337 subjects. Subjects were predominantly male (70%). 60% of subjects were European Americans, 35% Asian and 3% African Americans. The average age of the subjects was 28 years old. Data was captured during four sessions over a six months period. In each session, subjects were instructed to display various facial expressions (neutral, smile, surprise, squint, disgust and scream). Subjects were imaged under fifteen view points and nineteen illumination conditions while displaying a range of facial expressions. (Gross et al. 2010).

1.3 The contributions of the thesis

The contributions of the thesis are related to facial expression representation and potential methods to handle the problem of serious conditions. A brief overview of the thesis and its contributions are shown in Figure 3. The motivation of this thesis comes from two aspects: (1) recent feature descriptors that cannot efficiently describe facial expressions and (2) the practical conditions from which facial expression recognition suffers. Regarding the previously mentioned research objectives, the main contributions can be summarized from two different aspects.

The first main contribution is three texture based methods for facial expression recognition. The first description is based on still images by exploiting local quantized pattern (LQP) (Hussain & Triggs 2012, Hussain et al. 2012) and completed information. The complementary difference based on magnitude and orientation can provide more sufficient information than only using the sign-based one. Moreover, the revised vector quantization makes the LQP to have much low computational cost. It also allows such a descriptor to deeply explore the large-scale spatial neighbors or irregular neighbor topology and create a flexible codebook for various applications. The second description is based on a two-layer representation for dynamic facial images. It presents an alternative way to combine LBP with orientation-sensitive filters from dynamic images. The last one is to marginally utilize the geometric information and feature selection to compress the local binary pattern from three orthogonal planes (LBP-TOP) (Zhao &
Pietikäinen 2007). It presents a new way to combine the geometric and appearance features.

The second main contribution is three new methods to resolve the problems caused by illumination variations, facial occlusion and pose changes. The first method presents the combination of NIR imaging technique and the component-based method to reduce the influence of illumination. In addition, an improvement to the component-based method is proposed via feature selection method. The second method is further based on the component-based method and sparse representation to resolve the difficulties by facial occlusion. The major work includes the multiple component-based features and occlusion detection (OD). The new system can work well for facial expression recognition.
recognition in both normal and occluded conditions. According to multi-view theorem and manifold learning, the third method is to regard the facial image under arbitrary view as a multi-view correlation and construction problem. This method provides a new way to tackle facial expression recognition under various views.

1.4 Summary of original articles

This thesis concentrates on the new descriptors presented in Papers I-III and the methods for illumination variations, facial occlusion and pose changes presented in Papers IV-VII. The main inspiration comes from (1) the applications of spatial and dynamic texture descriptors for facial expression recognition, especially using LBP and LBP-TOP, (2) hybrid feature description and the application of machine learning in facial expression recognition.

The idea of Paper I is to extend LQP via the completed information and revised vector quantization. LQP makes the statistical patterns domain-adaptive and stable to different applications. In addition, it allows the utilization of irregular spatial sampling structure. Two improvements are proposed for LQP. One is to exploit completed information, including the sign-based, magnitude-based and orientation-based differences. The other is to modify the objective function by introducing weights and pre-define initialization. The proposed descriptor in Paper I performed well and effectively in facial expression recognition and texture classification.

The method in Paper II can be regarded as parallel to Paper I. Both of them investigate the role of the orientation. Paper II is motivated by the multi-layer representation for face recognition in still image which combined the Gabor or Haar and LBP as in Zhang et al. (2005), Roy & Marcel (2009). In their work, LBP features extracted from Haar (Roy & Marcel 2009) or Gabor (Zhang et al. 2005) representation performed more robust to illumination variations or pose changes than the original LBP. Following their work, the monogenic filters used in Paper II target to extract the magnitude and orientation information and yield redundant information of facial images. Additionally, the efficient computation is considered. For encoding magnitude and orientation, a form similar to LBP is utilized to exploit the neighboring information from magnitude and orientation.

Paper III describes the utilization of geometric information and appearance information for dynamic images. Geometric information is considered to select the regions of interest, while the dynamic appearance features are extracted from these regions. This method can yield the influence of less important regions, e.g., face boundary. In
addition, the schemes of feature selection and multiple classifier fusion are used to boost the final performance of the facial expression recognition system.

Paper IV further extends the method presented in Paper III on NIR facial images. NIR imaging technique makes the obtained facial images invariant to illumination changes. Based on NIR images, the discriminative component-based LBP-TOP is proposed for describing the spatiotemporal features of six facial regions. The completed system is verified to obtain satisfying results in different illuminations.

Paper V re-visits the component-based method of Paper IV. It introduces two dynamic features (LBP-TOP and edge histograms) for eyes, nose and mouth. According to the facial action coding system (FACS), it is well known that eyes, nose and mouth act different roles for facial expressions. We further develop the weight learning method to assign the optimal weight to each facial region. Paper VI is the extension of the work done in Paper V. Sparse representation is used to perform occlusion detection on the dynamic images. An improvement in normal and occlusion conditions is shown.

The last work presented in Paper VII aims to design a reliable framework to reduce the influence of pose changes. The multi-set canonical correlation analysis and discriminative criterion are two basic schemes in this paper. It starts from the development of discriminative neighboring preserving embedding based on graph and discriminative criterion. Then, the correlation of each facial expression in arbitrary view is considered in multi-set canonical correlation analysis. It regards the emotion recognition from facial images with arbitrary views as an optimization problem.

1.5 Organization of the thesis

This thesis is organized as follows: in this chapter, the background of the research topics, the objectives, the research problem, motivations and contributions are all briefly discussed.

Chapter 2 presents a literature overview of the research relevant to the facial expression recognition problem with its background, objectives and challenges, followed by the presentation of three description methods.

Chapter 3 expands the scope of the facial expression recognition problem in real-world application, followed by two variants of the component-based method, and presented three respective methods based on video analysis and image analysis for dealing with illumination variations, facial occlusion and pose changes.

Chapter 4 summarizes the main work of the thesis and draws conclusions.
2 Spatial and temporal feature extraction for facial expression recognition

This chapter firstly presents the state-of-the-art feature extraction methods in still images and video sequences for describing facial expressions. This is followed by the introductions of the methods originally presented in Papers I, II and III.

2.1 Introduction

Psychologists postulate that facial expressions have a consistent and meaningful structure for inferring inner affective states of human beings (Ekman 1993, Ekman & Davidson 1994). Facial expression therefore has become an important element in recognition of human emotions. However, recognition of facial expressions is a complex task as physiognomies of faces vary from one individual to another quite considerably due to age, ethnicity, gender, facial hair. Since the 1990s, most of the efforts have been made to develop theorems and methods for automatic facial expression recognition. Some of these works have attempted to extract the features of interest from still and dynamic facial images for representing facial expressions:

(1) For still images, the research has considered potential applications, for example, ‘Smile detection’ of Sony camera and pain detection for medical image analysis (Nanni et al. 2010). In addition, it is easy to exploit the appearance features on still images. In recent years, local binary pattern (LBP), a simple and effective operator, has been widely applied to face recognition and facial expressions recognition (Feng et al. 2005a,b, Shan et al. 2009). Though it can achieve some promising results on facial expression recognition, there is still some space to further exploit LBP variants for facial expression recognition.

(2) Recent research (Raducanu & Dornaika 2008, Shan & Braspenning 2010, Krumhuber et al. 2013) has suggested that still images may not clearly reveal subtle changes in faces. It is importantly pointed out that some dynamic extensions of LBP have been proposed for facial expression recognition (Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007, Pfister et al. 2011, Almaev & Valstar 2013). The generic framework of Zhao & Pietikäinen (2007) is shown to be easily implemented for LBP variants in dynamic images. In addition, this framework has low computational cost. Indeed, it is possible to develop a new dynamic
LBP for facial expression recognition. Therefore, this thesis revisits the facial expression recognition based on LBP and its variants in this chapter. It starts from a novel spatial descriptor based on LBP variants and LQP for still images in Section 2.4. Then, two new spatiotemporal features based on LBP-TOP are discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively.

2.2 Related work

Face representation has been studied intensively for automatic facial expression recognition over the past decades, and a variety of approaches have been presented based on still and dynamic facial images. There are many categorization classes for facial feature representation. More generally, they can be categorized into geometric and appearance-based approaches and hybrid feature method, which are briefly summarized in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The other categorizations can be referred to Fasel & Luettin (2003), Tian et al. (2005, 2011), Zeng et al. (2009), Whitehill et al. (2013).

Geometric-based feature method

Geometric features are driven as more efficient methods, most of which have shown good performance in facial expression recognition (Kanaujia & Metaxas 2006, Shin & Chun 2008, Jain et al. 2011, Rudovic et al. 2013), if facial landmarks can be accurately detected and tracked. Specifically, geometric features are in general defined as (1) one can use position of facial feature points as visual information (Zhang et al. 1998, Rudovic et al. 2013); (2) one can measure the geometrical displacement of facial feature points (Kotsia & Pitas 2007, Kotsia et al. 2008a); and (3) one can form a geometric graph representation of the faces (Tian et al. 2002, Zhang & Ji 2005). These efforts have been made to interpret the facial structure of various facial expressions.

(1) Using position of geometric points is a simple way to directly measure the contour of faces. A representative one can be found in Zhang et al. (1998). In this study, they simply used 34 fiducial points to represent the facial geometry of still image and formulate them into a feature vector. For still images, Rudovic et al. (2013) used 39 facial landmark points to describe facial expression in various views. This kind of methods has recently received more attention, especially in dynamic facial images (Kanaujia & Metaxas 2006, Shin & Chun 2008, Jain et al. 2011). The work presented in Shin & Chun (2008) used eighteen major feature points defined in MPEG 4.
and then applied the dense optical flow method to track the feature points for sequential frames. In Jain et al. (2011), more than eighteen facial points were located by using Generalized Procrustes analysis and then formed as a 136 dimensional feature vectors for each facial image. In their work, they used this feature vector to describe the geometric structure of each frame over time in a facial expression video clip. Thanks to the temporal model classifier, for example, Hidden Markov models (HMMs) and Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBN), these features can be simply modeled for the dynamics of facial expression.

(2) More general formulation for geometric features is to quantify the facial
movement. It is addressed by measuring the displacement of facial points between one facial image and the reference image. Specifically, the reference image is always chosen from the facial image with the neutral expression. As said that, this kind of deformation is analogous to human observations of facial activities. (Zhang & Ji 2005, Kotsia & Pitas 2007, Kotsia et al. 2008a, Zafeirious & Petrou 2010). The common procedure of this formulation is done as (1) the grids are tracked in consecutive frames over time via the grid-tracking and deformation, (2) the difference of node coordinates is calculated by comparing the neutral frame with the greatest expression-intensity one, and (3) these differences are fed into the classification stage.

(3) The complicated approach is to extract the shape of each facial component, such as eyes, brows, cheeks, and lips, to describe the facial representation. But this idea has mostly been applied to recognize the AUs (Tian et al. 2002, Zhang & Ji 2005), since it should conduct the parametric setup according to FACS (Ekman & Friesen 1978).

Geometric features have the advantage of low dimension and simplicity. Nevertheless, all methods for constructing the geometric features suffer from the problems caused by the variation of lighting and non-rigid motion. Additionally, they are sensitive to the error of image registration and motion discontinuities. Therefore, it is difficult to design a deterministic physical model of facial expressions that can exactly better represent facial geometrical properties and muscle activities for all facial expressions.

**Appearance-based feature method**

Some of the studies have suggested that the appearance-based features are more stable to image spatial transforms than the geometric features, especially for inaccurate mis-alignment and images with low-resolution. More specifically, for an image, it can be characterized by the appearance-based features in terms of (1) variation of pixel intensity or (2) low-level feature in the face. In the past decade, there are numerous approaches on the appearance-based features for facial expression recognition.

(1) For still images, Gabor (Zhang et al. 1998, Tian et al. 2002) and local binary pattern (LBP) (Feng et al. 2005a,b, Shan et al. 2009, Moore & Bowden 2011) are two most representative ones for facial expression recognition. Gabor feature is related to the perception in human visual system. It consists of a sinusoid carrier signal modulated by a Gaussian, each of which determines the frequency the filter is tuned to. Some of the most successful facial expression recognition systems to date have utilized the Gabor energy filters. One reason for their success may stem from the fact that they are robust
Table 2. Summary of appearance-based feature methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yacoob &amp; Davis (1996)</td>
<td>Optical flow</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>A rule based system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (1998)</td>
<td>Gabor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Two-layer perceptron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Gabor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Neutral network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buciu et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Independent component analysis (ICA) and Gabor</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Maximum correlation classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feng et al. (2005a,b)</td>
<td>Local binary pattern (LBP)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Linear programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan et al. (2005)</td>
<td>LBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littlewort et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Gabor</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yesin et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Optical flow</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Hidden Markov models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen (2007)</td>
<td>Local binary pattern from three orthogonal planes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan et al. (2009)</td>
<td>LBP and Boosted-LBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jabid et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Local directional pattern</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Gabor motion energy filters</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore &amp; Bowden (2011)</td>
<td>Variants of LBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Compact LBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Nearest neighbor classifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sánchez et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Differential optical flow</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Spatiotemporal features based on ICA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almaev &amp; Valstar (2013)</td>
<td>Local Gabor binary pattern from three orthogonal planes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feng et al. (2013)</td>
<td>LBP on key points</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Local Phase Quantization from three orthogonal planes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to contrast polarity and image alignment errors. Using spatial Gabor energy filters as the feature type, Littlewort et al. (2006) achieved good performance reported on the Cohn-Kanade dataset when classifying the seven basic emotions. Zhang et al. (1998) efficiently applied Gabor wavelet to 34 facial points, which was more efficient than processing the whole image. It also showed that appearance features based on facial points can preserve the low dimension and have promising performance.

On the other hand, LBP is simple to implement, fast to compute and has led to high
accuracy in texture-based recognition tasks. In recent years significant progress has been made in using LBP for facial expression recognition (Feng et al. 2005a,b, Feng et al. 2013). Perhaps, the most important property of the LBP operator in real-world applications is its invariance against monotonic gray level changes caused by illumination variations, for example. Another property of equal importance is its computational simplicity, which makes it possible to analyze images in challenging real-time settings. Shan et al. (2005, 2009) preliminarily applied LBP for representing facial expressions. They used the simple LBP for representing salient micro-patterns of face images. They also showed that they are more discriminative and efficient than Gabor features. Following them, there are many efforts attempting to directly utilize variants of LBP for estimating intensity of facial expressions (Chang et al. 2013), facial AUs (Jiang et al. 2011, Yuce et al. 2013), multi-view facial expression recognition (Moore & Bowden 2011) and 3D facial AUs detection (Bayramoglu et al. 2013). Some studies have attempted to enhance the representative ability of LBP to further improve the performance (Jabid et al. 2010, Jun et al. 2011). Jabid et al. (2010) proposed a new variant of LBP for recognizing facial expressions. Interestingly, they computed the edge response values in all directions at each pixel point, and then generated a code according to the relative magnitude’s strength. Jun et al. (2011) obtained a compact LBP through the maximization of mutual information between features and class labels. More applications of LBP in facial expression recognition are referred to Smith & Windeatt (2010), Jun et al. (2011), Huang et al. (2011), Valstar et al. (2011), Majumder et al. (2013), Yu et al. (2013), Yuce et al. (2013).

For video sequences, a well-known method is by Yacoob & Davis (1996) who applied dense optical flow to facial expression recognition or facial actions in the 1990s. The procedure of using dense optical flow is to compute the motion in the rectangular regions for estimating the activity of face region. It can catch the smooth flow and global information. Additionally, it can get the accurate time derivatives using more than two frames. Due to its advantage, Lien et al. (1998) proposed a spatial-temporal descriptor integrating dense optical flow, feature point tracking and high gradient component analysis and then used HMMs to recognize fifteen AUs. Other than that, motion pattern of facial expression was represented by using the horizontal and vertical components of optical flow (Yesin et al. 2006, Sánchez et al. 2011). However, optical flow is sensitive to image misalignment error. Recently, image filters proposed and texture descriptor for still images have been very attractive techniques for recognizing dynamic facial expression.
Some representative ones of image filters are Haar features (Yang et al. 2007), Gabor wavelet representation (Wu et al. 2010) as well as independent component analysis (ICA) (Long et al. 2012). Gabor representations have been used to design the temporal descriptor. Wu et al. (2010) made Gabor motion energy filters as a biologically inspired representation for dynamic facial expressions. ICA is also a common method to decompose facial expressions into independent non-Gaussian signals. A new recent application of ICA was presented in Long et al. (2012), where they employed ICA to learn spatiotemporal filters from natural videos, and then constructed feature representations for input videos based on learned filters. The combination of more than two image filters has also been investigated. For example, the combination of ICA and Gabor filters proposed by Buciu et al. (2003) was used to classify seven categories of facial expressions.

For the texture descriptor, a simple yet very efficient texture operator, LBP, has been extended to dynamic images (Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007). In their work, the LBPs were used to describe the temporal motion and the texture of appearance to achieve an effective dynamic facial expression description. Another latest extension was presented in Almaev & Valstar (2013) that used LBP to encode the templates of multi-scale and multi-orientation Gabor filters, named as local Gabor binary pattern from three orthogonal planes (LGBP-TOP), for achieving good results on emotion recognition in unrestricted conditions. Moreover, an interesting method proposed by Jiang et al. (2011), Jiang et al. (2014) used local phase quantization to describe the temporal information for facial actions. Recent studies on LBP have demonstrated that the dynamic LBP more easily and powerfully describes the temporal variation of facial expressions than a complicated temporal model using DBN or HMMs.

**Hybrid feature method**

It is known that geometric-based and appearance-based features have their respective special properties and limitations, e.g., geometric-based features have effectiveness in computation while they are sensitive to noise; in contrast, appearance-based features are robust to image mis-alignment but it takes much time in computation. Therefore, the fusion of these features has become an active research topic (Shan et al. 2009, Meng et al. 2011, Chen et al. 2013, Zavaschi et al. 2013). Among these methods, decision-level and feature-level fusions are two common ways to fuse multiple feature sets.

The decision-level fusion methods aim to explore the utilization of the classifiers
Table 3. Summary of hybrid feature methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Combination method</th>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Classifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kotsia et al. (2008b)</td>
<td>Fusion RBFs</td>
<td>Shape and texture features</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Distance classifier and SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gajsek et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Score-level fusion</td>
<td>Audio and video features</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Maximum correlation classifier and SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meng et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Objective function construction</td>
<td>Motion history histogram and motion change frequency</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SVM-2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Feature concatenating</td>
<td>Motion histogram images from HOG and Image-HOG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Gaussian SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikka et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Multiple kernel learning (MKL)</td>
<td>Bag of words, GIST, audio feature and LBP-TOP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zavaschi et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Ensemble of classifiers</td>
<td>Gabor and LBP</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Hessian MKL</td>
<td>LBP and HOG</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to ensemble the decision of all feature sets. The probability or voting of classifiers is usually used. For example, Ouyang & Sang (2013) used a classifier combination strategy to fuse the results of histograms of oriented gradient (HOG) and LBPs with sparse representation classifiers. Gajsek et al. (2010) used weighted sum-rule fusion to combine audio and video features at the matching score level for obtaining a good performance in multi-modal emotion recognition. As another example, Kotsia et al. (2008b) fused the scores of shape information and texture features using radial basis function (RBF) neural network. Besides the probability, the implementation of the decision tree or the design of the objective function of classifiers are other ways to obtain a stable decision for all feature sets. The new application of the decision tree found in Zavaschi et al. (2013) was to employ a tree from the binary number of pair-class classifier to learn the decision of fusion of Gabor features and LBPs. For the design of the objective function of classifiers, the plausible work can be seen in Meng et al.
(2011), where they used two-view support vector machine (SVM) to fuse the dynamic geometric information from motion history histogram and motion change frequency of LBPs for facial expression recognition.

Feature-level fusion is another alternative technique to fuse multiple features. Among the feature-level fusion methods, a simple one is to concatenate all feature sets into a new feature vector. Its intuitive advantage is the simple computational cost, but it may ignore the correlation and importance of each feature set. Additionally, the more feature sets, the higher dimension of the new feature. Some alternative ways are to use machine learning techniques for fusing multiple feature sets. They not only preserve the low dimension, but also possibly explore the power of each feature set. For example, Chen et al. (2013) alternatively used a bag of words based representation for combining motion histogram images from HOG and image-HOG for multi-modal emotion recognition. A useful and powerful technique, multiple kernel learning (MKL) method, has recently been applied for multi-modal emotion recognition, because it can flexibly rank all feature sets according to their importance. Additionally, it has a practical and theoretical framework based on SVMs. The newest utilization of MKL was described in the work of Sikka et al. (2013). They proposed to use MKL to optimally combine the feature kernels of a bag of words, GIST feature, audio feature, as well as LBP-TOP features for emotion recognition in the wild. The work in Zhang et al. (2013) presented a new framework for the MKL problem by expanding the HessianMKL algorithm into multi-class SVM with one-against-one rule. This framework was further utilized to recognize seven facial expressions by combining three kernel functions and two image representations.

2.3 Local binary pattern and variants

Three new feature extraction methods in Sections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 are proposed on the basis of LBP and LBP-TOP.

2.3.1 Basic of LBP and LBP-TOP

The local binary pattern operator was presented in a generic form by Ojala et al. (2002). Consider a monochrome image $I(x,y)$ and let $g_c$ denote the gray level of an arbitrary pixel $(x,y)$. Moreover, let $g_m$ denote the gray value of a sampling point in an evenly spaced circular neighborhood of $P$ sampling points and radius $R$ around point $(x,y)$. The
LBP operator is defined as

\[ h_{P,R}(x_c, y_c) = \sum_{m=0}^{P-1} L((g_{m,j} - g_{c,j}) \geq 0)2^m, \]

where \( L(x) \) is a logical function with \( L(x) = 1 \) if \( x \) is true and \( L(x) = 0 \) otherwise. For obtaining the compact feature for facial expression, facial image is separated into several blocks. For each block, the LBP operator with specific sampling points and radius is applied. The histograms of all blocks are concatenated into one feature.

The essence of LBP-TOP is such that it applies LBP (Ojala et al. 2002, Ahonen et al. 2006) separately on three orthogonal planes (XY, XT and YT) which intersect in the center pixel. All histograms can describe effectively appearance, horizontal motion and vertical motion from an image sequence (Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007). For LBP-TOP, it is possible to change the radii in axes X, Y and T, which are marked as \( R_x, R_y \) and \( R_t \), respectively. Meanwhile, the numbers of neighboring points in XY, XT and YT planes are denoted as \( P_{XY}, P_{XT} \) and \( P_{YT} \). Using these notations, LBP-TOP features can be denoted as \( \text{LBP-TOP}_{P_{XY}, P_{XT}, P_{YT}, R_x, R_y, R_t} \).

When calculating \( \text{LBP-TOP}_{P_{XY}, P_{XT}, P_{YT}, R_x, R_y, R_t} \) distribution for an assumed \( X \times Y \times T \) dynamic texture, only the center part of the dynamic texture can be taken into account because a large enough neighborhood cannot be used on the borders of this 3D space. A histogram of the dynamic texture can be defined as

\[ H_{i,j} = \sum_{x,y,t} L(h_j(x,y,t,P_j,R_j) = i), \]

where \( i = 0, \ldots, N_j - 1 \), \( j = 0, 1, 2 \), \( N_j \) is the number of different labels generated by the LBP operator in the \( j \)th plane (\( j = 0 \): XY, \( j = 1 \): XT and \( j = 2 \): YT), and \( h_j(x,y,t) \) expresses the LBP code of the center pixel \((x,y,t)\) in the \( j \)th plane:

\[ h_j(x,y,t,P_j,R_j) = \sum_{m=0}^{P-1} L((g_{m,j} - g_{c,j}) \geq 0)2^m, \]

and \( g_{m,j} \) denotes the intensity value of neighboring pixel, \( g_{c,j} \) is the intensity value of the center pixel.

To acquire a coherent description, even though the videos to be compared are of different spatial and temporal sizes, the histograms must be normalized by using L1-normalization. Regarding the LBP-TOP histogram, a description of the video can be effectively obtained based on the LBP codes from the three orthogonal planes. These three histograms are concatenated into one feature histogram in order to build a global description of a video, including both the spatial and temporal features.
2.3.2 Implementations and variants

There are a large number of LBP and LBP-TOP variants to date that are applied in various fields, for example, face recognition and texture classification.

For details of LBP variants, we refer to Pietikäinen et al. (2011), Huang et al. (2011). Here, we take two recent techniques more related to our thesis into account. These are the completed local binary pattern (CLBP) (Guo et al. 2010) and the local quantized pattern (LQP) (Hussain & Triggs 2012, Hussain et al. 2012). The first one can be viewed as a completed modeling of the LBP operator. The image local differences were decomposed into two complementary components: the sign and the magnitudes and two operators, CLBP-Sign and CLBP-Magnitude were proposed to code them. As well, the center pixels represented the image gray level and they were converted into a binary code by global thresholding. All were combined as complementary information to improve the texture classification. LQP can be seen as the generalization of the LBP operator. The binary patterns of the more complicated spatial structures were encoded by vector quantization procedure. It allowed local pattern features to have many more pixels and quantization levels without sacrificing simplicity and computational efficiency.

LBP-TOP was originally proposed as an effective video descriptor for texture classification. It has become attractive since the temporal patterns are regarded as two motion texture images and it has low computational cost independent of temporal classifiers, such as HMMs. Since then, LBP-TOP has inspired much research on new local variants for different applications, including not only facial expression recognition and texture classification (Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007), but also human action recognition (Kellokumpu et al. 2011), face recognition (Lei et al. 2008), micro-expression analysis (Li et al. 2013) and crowd density estimation (Yang et al. 2011).

In recent years, there are many representative extensions of LBP-TOP (Nanni et al. 2011, Pfister et al. 2011, Zhao et al. 2012, Chan et al. 2012, Ruiz-Hernandez & Pietikäinen 2013). For example, local ternary pattern from three orthogonal planes (LTP-TOP) proposed by Nanni et al. (2011) quantized intensity differences of neighboring pixels and center pixel into three levels to increase the robustness against noise. Completed local binary pattern from three orthogonal planes (CLBP-TOP) presented in Pfister et al. (2011) combined intensity difference and magnitude quantization of neighboring pixels and center pixel to increase the robustness against noise. Local ordinal contrast patterns presented in Chan et al. (2012) used a pairwise ordinal contrast measurement of pixels from a circular neighborhood starting at the center pixel to
increase the robustness against intensity noise. Zhao et al. (2012) proposed histogram Fourier LBP-TOP for rotation-invariant video description. A re-parameterization of the second local ordinal Gaussian jet presented in Ruiz-Hernandez & Pietikäinen (2013) was used to encode LBP for more robust and reliable representation.

### 2.3.3 Challenges and solutions

#### LBP variants

CLBP and LQP are two variants of LBP in recent years for texture classification and face recognition. However, CLBP and LQP suffer from some in itself limitations:

1. Large neighbor sets may provide an increase in discriminative power (Ojala et al. 2002). However, the hand-crafted coding for LBP may limit the various types of diverse structures and the depths of the pixel comparisons. One reason is that the size of histograms increases exponentially with the spatial support of the pattern and the number of quantization levels. For example, with a local pattern including 24 pixel-comparisons, the table has $2^{24}$ entries. (Hussain & Triggs 2012). However, CLBP uses a similar coding method to LBP (Ojala et al. 2002). Therefore, this makes it difficult for CLBP to handle irregularly deep spatial structure, especially for large local pattern neighborhoods.

2. The LQP can encode the features of the irregular spatial structure in a simple and interesting way. Unfortunately, it missed some information like the one gained by CLBP. Their complementarity may thus provide a superior ability and generalized performance for LBP.

To tackle their bottleneck, a model of completed quantized pattern is presented in Paper I to fully consider the intensity and orientation of each pixel, to be introduced in Section 2.4.

#### Variants of LBP-TOP

For the implementation of LBP-TOP, there are two major limitations.

1. The first limitation is brought by the single layer, where only the intensity is used to generate the occurrence histogram. An advantage of LBP is its invariance to monotonic gray-level changes. However, this advantage does not hold for some cases, such as illumination or pose change. Thus, the concept of multi-layer was introduced in LGBP-
TOP which was learnt from multi-scale and multi-orientation Gabor images (Almaev & Valstar 2013). But the main problem of LGBP-TOP is with the computational cost due to the use of Gabor filters. That is, the more Gabor images are considered, the more computational time it takes. Additionally, the representation capability of Gabor filter is not optimal as the maximum bandwidth of Gabor filter is limited to approximately one octave. To overcome these limitations, a two-layer strategy is presented in Paper II to learn more compact patterns, introduced in Section 2.5. This method simultaneously considers the robustness, discriminative power, and representation capability of features in a two-layer feature model.

(2) Another limitation of LBP-TOP in facial expression recognition is that it is only based on the whole face regions, while not all face regions have equally important roles in facial expression recognition. To solve this limitation, a sparse spatiotemporal feature descriptor is proposed in Paper III to embed the geometric information in LBP-TOP. It has much higher discriminative power and lower dimension than LBP-TOP as it explores the spatial and temporal features from the regions of interest. This method is introduced in Section 2.6.

2.4 Completed local quantized patterns

This section presents a general extension of LQP proposed in Paper I, named as completed local quantized pattern (CLQP). CLQP resolves two problems of LQP: (1) LQP only exploits the difference of sign and (2) the vector quantization is not effective. It inherits the merits of LQP and CLBP. It covers a large local neighborhood with an "economic" number of codes. It also allows us to learn the domain-adaptive codebook for reflecting the most representative patterns on the database. The framework of CLQP is presented in Figure 4.

2.4.1 Completed local patterns extraction

Given an image $I$, the local pattern at the spatial coordinate $(x, y)$ can be formulated as follows:

$$\bar{x} = \{l(g_{x,y}, g_{x_1,y_1}), l(g_{x,y}, g_{x_2,y_2}), \ldots, l(g_{x,y}, g_{x_p,y_p})\},\quad (4)$$

where $l(g_{x,y}, g_{x_i,y_j})$ is the formula of values of two coordinates, $g_{x,y}$ is the intensity or other low-level feature of the pixel $(x,y)$, and $(x_i,y_j)$ is the neighbor sampling points
of \((x, y)\). The construction method of \(l(g_{x,y}, g_{x_i,y_i})\) includes the difference of sign, magnitude and orientation.

1. Difference of sign and magnitude (DoS and DoM): Given the intensity value \(g_c\) of the center pixel \((x, y)\) and \(g_p\) of its neighbor \((x_i, y_i)\), their difference can be calculated as \(d_i = g_{x_i,y_i} - g_{x,y}\). DoS can be represented by \(l_d(g_{x_i,y_i}, g_{x,y}) = L((g_{x_i,y_i} - g_{x,y}) \geq 0)\) and the DoM can be presented as \(l_m(g_{x_i,y_i}, g_{x,y}) = L(|g_{x_i,y_i} - g_{x,y}| \geq \delta)\), where \(\delta\) is the mean value of all magnitude and \(|\cdot|\) is an absolute operator.

2. Difference of orientation (DoO): The basic idea is to encode the relationship between dominant orientations of neighboring pixels in the image. It consists of three stages: the estimation of orientation angle of each pixel, the calculation of dominant orientation, and the operation of neighboring orientations. The estimation procedure of the orientation angle of each pixel can be found in Gizatdinova & Surakka (2006) and Paper I.

Given the orientation angle \(\theta(x, y)\) and its angles of neighbors \(\theta(x_i, y_i)\), the orientation angles are quantified by applying the quantification function

\[
q = \text{mod}([\frac{\theta(x, y)}{2\pi} \phi] + 0.5),
\]

where \(\text{mod}\) is the modulo operation, and \(\phi\) is the number of dominant orientations.

The dominant orientation bins of \((x, y)\) and \((x_i, y_i)\) can be obtained, here they are denoted as \(q_{x,y}\) and \(q_{x_i,y_i}\). Their operation is calculated as follows:

\[
l_o(g_{x_i,y_i}, g_{x,y}) = q_{x,y} \oplus q_{x_i,y_i} = \begin{cases} 0, & q_{x,y} = q_{x_i,y_i} \\ 1, & q_{x,y} \neq q_{x_i,y_i} \end{cases}.
\]

### 2.4.2 Learning statistical dominant patterns

Given training images, according to Equation 4, the local patterns of sign (or magnitude/orientation) are obtained. Here, they are denoted as \(\tilde{X}_i (i = 1, \ldots, N)\), where \(N\) is the total number of pixels from these images. Codebook learning using k-means clustering usually requires much time and huge memory. One main reason is that local patterns that occur several times are calculated repeatedly in clustering. It therefore leads to great redundancy in calculation. To address this problem, we propose a revised vector quantization. In particular, we can obtain \(\tilde{N}\) unique local patterns \(\tilde{X} = [\tilde{x}_1, \tilde{x}_2, \ldots, \tilde{x}_{\tilde{N}}]\) and the number of occurrences of local pattern \(\sigma = [\sigma_1, \sigma_2, \ldots, \sigma_{\tilde{N}}]\), where \(\tilde{N} \ll N\), e.g., \(\tilde{N} = 256\) for 8-point sampling. The objective function of k-means clustering method is
Table 4. Comparison among methods on Infant COPE database, where ∗ represents our method (I, published by permission of Springer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EQP (Nanni et al. 2010)</td>
<td>0.922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTP (Nanni et al. 2010)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPQ (Nanni et al. 2010)</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENS (Nanni et al. 2010)</td>
<td>0.923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dis(S+M)NR (Guo et al. 2012)</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLQP_{S,M,O*} (Ours)</td>
<td>0.935</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

consequently re-written as

$$\hat{\psi}^* = \arg\min_{\psi} \sum_{j=1}^{K} \sum_{\hat{x}_i \in \psi_j} \|\sigma_i \hat{x}_i - \beta_j\|_2^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Another important issue related to the efficiency of k-means is the initialization of the clustering centers. Different choices of the initialization substantially affect the speed of divergence and also the performance. Instead of random sampling, we exploit the dominant local patterns, i.e., the most frequently occurred patterns as initialization. In implementation, we sort local patterns by the descending order of occurrence, and then select the first $K$ local patterns as the initialization of the clustering centers. We empirically observe that only several iterations are required for the objective function (7) to converge. Finally, in order to guarantee the fast mapping, look-up table (LUT) is offline built by mapping local patterns to the nearest clustering centers. An example of codebook learning is shown in Figure 4(a).

2.4.3 Implementation

For all face images, the sign-based, magnitude-based and orientation-based pattern are obtained. They are fed into the revised vector quantization to learn the three separate codebooks. The advantage is that we can explore the discriminative and most representative patterns for each one. For each verified image, we can get their histograms through mapping three patterns into the corresponding codebook, as shown in Figure 4(b). The histograms are finally concentrated into one histogram. In our approach, we make use of $L^1$-norm to normalize the final histogram. The final feature are denoted as CLQP_{S,M,O}.
Fig 4. An example of completed local quantized patterns. (a) **Codebook learning**: It extracts a local pattern of each pixel, and then these patterns and corresponding frequency vectors are fed into k-means clustering. (b) **Local pattern encoding**: It maps each local pattern into the look-up table.

**2.4.4 Experiments**

Experiments on texture classification and facial expression analysis are conducted to verify the performance of CLQP. Here, the results of facial expression analysis are described. More experiments about texture classification can be referred to the experiment section in Paper I.

Recent research on facial expression analysis has provided a protocol for diagnosing the pain of patient, especially for neonates who are incapable of articulating their pain experiences. We conducted experiments on the COPE database previously described in Section 1.2. For pain detection, face images of non-pain states (rest, cry, stimulus, friction) are combined to form a single class, and the ones of pain states are regarded as the other class. All experiments are conducted under leave-one-subject-out protocol and
non-linear SVM with the Gaussian radial basis function kernel. The optimal values of
kernel and cost parameters were determined using the grid search strategy, where the
optimal values of kernel and cost parameters were searched exponentially in the ranges
of $[2^{-15}, 2^{15}]$ and $[2^{-3}, 2^{10}]$. Considering the contour of the face, we divide face images
into $2 \times 2$ regions. Our proposed descriptor with eight sampling points and the radius of
2 is used. The area under the ROC-curve (AUC) of different methods is presented in
Table 4. From experimental results, our method achieves the highest AUC value among
all methods under comparison.

2.5 Spatiotemporal monogenic binary patterns

Although LBP-TOP is an efficient descriptor for facial expression recognition, the
operator on the pixel-level is not always stable for some noise caused by illumination
variations or pose changes. In addition, the orientation in CLQP as previously mentioned
can provide much information for facial expression recognition. Therefore, Paper II
proposed a new two-layer method for enhancing the stability of LBP-TOP, as shown
in Figure 5. In the first layer, an effective multi-scale monogenic signals analysis is
employed as the first hidden layer. In the second latent layer, LBP is used to encode
monogenic magnitude in three orthogonal planes (TOP), and the combination of Phase-
quadrant Demodulation Coding (PQDC) and Local Exclusive OR operator (LXP) is
used to encode the real and imaginary pictures of the orientation in TOP.

2.5.1 2-D multi-scale monogenic signal analysis

The monogenic signal generalizes the analytic signal to 2-D by the introduction of
a Riesz filter $f(x, y)$, in which Fourier domain representation is $[\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_1(u, v), \tilde{\mathcal{F}}_2(u, v)]$.
It can be used to interpret local phase, local orientation and local magnitude of an
image in a rotation invariant way. Given an image $I(x, y)$, the monogenic signal is
represented as the convolution of 2-D signal with two Riesz filtered components
$f(x, y) = h_r(\omega) * I(x, y) * [1, f_1(x, y), f_2(x, y)]$, where "$*$" is convolution operator, $f_i(x, y)$
is the spatial domain representation of $\tilde{\mathcal{F}}_i(u, v)$, and $h_r(\omega)$ is a Log-Gabor function on
the linear frequency scale $s$. Here, the Log-Gabor function has a transfer function (Field
1987) of the form

$$h_r(\omega) = \mathcal{F}^{-1}(G(\omega)) = \mathcal{F}^{-1}(\exp(-\log(\omega/\omega_c)^2/2(\log(k/\omega_c)^2)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)
where $\omega_c \propto s$ is the filter’s center frequency and $s$ is the number of wavelet scale of which a lower value will reveal more fine scale features, while a larger value will highlight coarse features.

Since the log-Gabor filters are band-pass filters, multi-scale monogenic representation is thus required to fully describe a signal. It is known that multi-scale representation for the sequence may cause high dimensionality and expensive computational time. For the trade-off between computational complexity and performance, the sum of multi-scale method is used to re-define the monogenic magnitude, phase and orientation as follows:

$$\tilde{\lambda} = \sqrt{\tilde{f}_0^2 + \tilde{f}_x^2 + \tilde{f}_y^2}, \quad (9)$$

$$\tilde{\phi} = \arctan(\sqrt{\tilde{f}_x^2 + \tilde{f}_y^2} / \tilde{f}_0), \quad (10)$$

$$\tilde{\theta} = \arctan(\tilde{f}_x / \tilde{f}_y), \quad (11)$$
where \( \tilde{f}_0 = \sum_s h_s(\omega) \ast I(\cdot) \), \( \tilde{f}_x = \sum_s h_s(\omega) \ast I(\cdot) \ast f_1(\cdot) \), \( \tilde{f}_y = \sum_s h_s(\omega) \ast I(\cdot) \ast f_2(\cdot) \).

### 2.5.2 Encoding procedure

For each facial image, it can be represented by two elements, \( i.e., \) magnitude and orientation of its monogenic signal. For simplicity, the orientation information can be decomposed into the real and imaginary pictures. Magnitude and two sub-elements of orientation are further encoded by using the similar ways to LBP, respectively. These information can provide the robustness for LBP to noise and spatial translation, \( \text{etc.} \) Here, it begins with the investigation of the histogram for the still image. Three feature descriptors based on magnitude, real and imaginary pictures are denoted as local monogenic magnitude binary pattern (LMMBP), local monogenic real binary pattern (LMRBP), and local monogenic imaginary binary pattern (LMIBP), respectively.

**LMMBP**: In the monogenic representation of the image, the magnitude measures local structure energy, and the LBP operator can then be used to encode the variation of local energy. The histogram descriptor can thus be formulated as

\[
    h_{P,R} = \sum_{i=0}^{P-1} L((\tilde{A}_{x_i,y_i} - \tilde{A}_{x_c,y_c})) \geq 0) 2^i,
\]

where \( \tilde{A}_{x_c,y_c} \) is the monogenic magnitude value at the position \((x_c,y_c)\), \( \tilde{A}_{x_i,y_i} \) is the magnitude value of \( P \) equally spaced pixels on a circle of radius \( R \) at this position.

**LMR/IBP**: Since the orientation is an important feature for indicating the dominant direction of local image variation, it is expected that it can then be used to provide complementary information. Different from the way in magnitude, PQDC is exploited to encode the orientation information into a quadrant bit. As previously described, the orientation is decomposed into the real and imaginary parts. Here, it takes the real part as an example for showing the encoding procedure. The same way is used regarding the imaginary part. The encoding measurement for two parts can be formulated as follows:

\[
    B(\tilde{f}_i) = \begin{cases} 
    1, & \tilde{f}_i > 0 \\
    0, & \tilde{f}_i \leq 0
    \end{cases},
\]

where \( i = x \) for a real picture, and \( i = y \) for an imaginary picture. For a brief description, \( \tilde{f}_i \) is denoted as \( \tilde{f} \).

Then, an alternative binary-compare function, LXP, is exploited to calculate the correlation of the center and its neighbors. The histogram of real/imaginary can be
formulated as follows:

$$\hat{h}_{P,R} = \sum_{i=0}^{P-1} (B(\tilde{f}_{x_i,y_i}) \oplus B(\tilde{f}_{x_i,y_i})) 2^i,$$

(14)

where $B(\tilde{f}_{x_i,y_i})$ is the PQDC value of $P$ equally spaced pixels on a circle of radius $R$ at the position $(x_i, y_i)$, and $\oplus$ denotes the bit exclusive or operator. Furthermore, the uniform pattern in LBP, which contains at most two bitwise transitions from 0 to 1 or vice versa when the binary string is considered circular, is used to preserve a simple rotation-invariant property and reduce the length of the feature vector.

**Extension to temporal domain:** It is known that a video sequence can provide much more information than the static image. This induces another problem how to extend these methods to video sequences. Regarding this problem, it borrows the nature of LBP-TOP. Firstly, the magnitude, the real picture, and the imaginary picture on facial expression images are orderly put into three cuboids, respectively. Secondly, the uniform LBP operator is used to calculate the histograms in TOP for sequential monogenic magnitude in a video. And then all histograms are concatenated into a new histogram. Here, it is denoted as spatiotemporal local monogenic magnitude binary pattern (STLMMBP). The procedure of LMRBP and LMIBP are utilized in TOP. It also obtains three histograms from three planes. Finally, they are also concatenated into one histogram. Here, they are denoted as spatiotemporal local monogenic real binary pattern (STLMRBP) and spatiotemporal local monogenic imaginary binary pattern (STLMIBP), respectively.

**Feature fusion:** To the end, feature fusion is an important issue in classification. Here, two methods are considered for fusing STLMMBP, STLMRBP, and STLMIBP histograms. Three histograms are (1) concatenated into one histogram (STLMBP-C) or (2) fused by MKL (STLMBP-MKL).

### 2.5.3 Experiments

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, the CK+ (Lucey et al. 2010) and Oulu-CASIA NIR&VIS databases are used. To fairly compare with the previous works, multi-class SVM (Franc & Hlaváč 2001) is adopted to learn the expression classifiers for all methods except STLMBP-MKL.
Table 5. Comparison among methods on CK+ database, where * represents our methods (II, published by permission of IEEE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Average Recognition Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (Lucey et al. 2010)</td>
<td>88.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP (Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen 2007)</td>
<td>90.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPQTOP (Jiang et al. 2011, Päivärinta et al. 2011)</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLPO (Päivärinta et al. 2011)</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STGabor (Petkov &amp; Subramanian 2007)</td>
<td>81.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-C*</td>
<td>92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>92.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CK+ database**

CK+ database with 325 video sequences from 118 subjects was selected from the set of databases for evaluation. Here, the leave-one-subject-out protocol was employed for all methods. The comparative performance of all methods is shown in Table 5. It can be seen that STLMBP-C outperforms Spatiotemporal Gabor filters for motion processing (STGabor), LBPTOP, local phase quantization from three orthogonal planes (LPQTOP), and volume local phase quantization (VLPO). Furthermore, the application of MKL (Sonnenburg et al. 2006) can achieve a higher degree performance than STLMBP-C. Here, we also compare the baseline result in Lucey et al. (2010) with our results, where they used the similarity-normalized shape and canonical appearance to obtain the recognition rate of 88.38%. Our two methods (STLMBP-C and STLMBP-MKL) outperformed it by about 3.93% and 4.24%, respectively.

**Oulu-CASIC NIR&VIS database**

The facial images are divided into 9×8 overlapping blocks, where the overlapping ratio is 43%. Here, a ten-fold-cross-validation scheme was used for the evaluation. LBPTOP as a comparative method was implemented to obtain the results for three illuminations. The comparison is shown in Table 6. As seen, combining all information can boost the performance of a separate feature in most of illuminations.
Table 6. Comparison among methods on Oulu-CASIC NIR&VIS database, where * represents our methods (II, published by permission of IEEE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Illumination</th>
<th>Recognition Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP (Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen 2007)</td>
<td>VIS_N</td>
<td>74.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP (Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen 2007)</td>
<td>VIS_W</td>
<td>60.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP (Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen 2007)</td>
<td>VIS_D</td>
<td>57.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>VIS_N</td>
<td>79.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>VIS_W</td>
<td>64.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>VIS_D</td>
<td>61.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>NIR_N</td>
<td>78.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>NIR_W</td>
<td>70.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STLMBP-MKL*</td>
<td>NIR_D</td>
<td>72.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 6. The proposed new facial expression system, which consists of feature descriptor and multi-classifier fusion.

2.6 Sparse spatiotemporal features and multi-classifier fusion

Paper III proposed a new facial expression recognition system, as shown in Figure 6. It consists of a novel spatiotemporal feature descriptor based on active shape model (ASM) and multiple classifier fusion. In this method, 38 important facial interest regions based on prior information are first determined, subsequently, the spatiotemporal feature descriptor is used to describe facial expressions from these areas. Furthermore, AdaBoost is used to select the most discriminative features for 114 slices (there are three slices or planes in one block volume for LBP-TOP). In this case, one slice represents a 59-bin histogram. In the classification step, a framework for combining voting results from several classifiers is presented.
2.6.1 Sparse feature descriptor

An appearance-based feature can work well in illumination variation and spatial shifting, while a geometry-based feature can mostly focus on the interesting points in several important regions for facial expression recognition, like eyes and mouth, and it can also reduce the redundancy information that may be caused by appearance-based feature descriptors. Following Zhang et al. (1998), the interest point structure which includes 38 points is designed, as shown in Figure 7. The facial points can be obtained by ASM (Milborrow & Nicolls 2008). It is seen that these facial landmarks can accumulate in the specific regions, such as mouth, cheek, nose and eyes. It can help the system remove the face boundary and does not suffer from the influence of face identify. Then, a spatiotemporal feature descriptor from facial points of interest is developed. It has lower computational cost and more discriminative property. Details of implementation of our method in facial expression recognition are described as follows:

(1) Block location: Based on 38 facial interest points, the areas centered at these points have more discriminative information. From these areas, they could cover the
majority of features of eyes, mouth, cheek and forehead. The size of areas plays an important role in feature extraction. The best sizes of areas are chosen experimentally.

(2) Constructing cuboids: Given the size of area \( w \) and the time length \( T \) of an image sequence, ASM is used to detect the first frame. And then one cuboid goes through all images from the first frame for each facial point, where the size of each cuboid is \( w \times w \times T \).

(3) Feature description: LBP-TOP is implemented to describe the motion feature and spatial feature of 38 cuboids. For each cuboid, we can obtain three uniform LBP histograms \( \vec{s}_{XY} \), \( \vec{s}_{XT} \) and \( \vec{s}_{YT} \) from XY, XT and YT planes, respectively. In the implementation, all radii and neighbor number of three planes are set as 3 and 8, respectively. Three histograms in a cuboid are concatenated into one feature vector of 177 dimensions.

(4) Implementation: Above mentioned, the histograms of all cuboids are concatenated into a single feature, and then it can be fed into the classifier, e.g., SVM. Here, this feature descriptor is abbreviated as SFD.

### 2.6.2 Discriminative information enhancement

Though our system considers 38 facial regions preserving sufficient information for recognizing facial expressions, it is observed that not all facial regions play equally important roles in each facial expression (Kotsia et al. 2008a). For example, the information from mouth region can provide discriminative information to “happy” expression. It is necessary to select the most representative feature for intra-expression and inter-expression. Additionally, this procedure can further compress the dimension of the original feature. The concept of intra-expression similarity as well as extra-expression dissimilarity and feature selection are employed, where feature selection is based on AdaBoost theorem (Freund & Schapire 1997). The detail of feature selection can be referred to Zhao & Pietikäinen (2009).

Firstly, the inter-class dissimilarity and extra-class similarity are defined as follows: Given two slices of 59-bin histogram \( \vec{x}_i \) and \( \vec{x}_j \), their distance metric can be given as

\[
\chi^2(\vec{x}_i, \vec{x}_j) = \sum_{m=1}^{D} \frac{(\vec{x}_i^m - \vec{x}_j^m)^2}{\vec{x}_i^m + \vec{x}_j^m},
\]

where \( D \) is the number of bins of histogram.

Secondly, for two facial video sequences, the dissimilarity of LBP-TOP histogram...
on each plane can be calculated by using Equation (15). In this case, for each region, there are 3-D distance vector $[d_{i,XY}, d_{i,XT}, d_{i,YT}]$. As for the feature concerned, the dissimilarity feature can be formulated by a 114-D vector. This dissimilarity features are further labeled ‘1’ if two facial video sequences have the same class, otherwise ‘-1’. The procedure is shown in Figure 8. For any expression-pair, there are large-scale dissimilarity features concerned the spatial and motion information. Next, these dissimilarity features and class information are fed into a weak learner. The weights for 114 slices can be obtained after several rounds. Thus, the AdaBoost algorithm sorts and selects slices for discriminating two classes. After feature selection, the most discriminative slices can be selected. The raw features from 38 facial regions can be further filtered, and also have more discriminative ability. In brief, the discriminative feature descriptor is named as DisSFD.

### 2.6.3 Multi-classifier fusion

Given the feature of a facial expression video clip $\vec{x}$ and $N$ classifiers, which are denoted as $C_i, i = 1, \ldots, N$, the output of the $i$th single classifier can be approximated by a posteriori probabilities as

$$Pr(y = c|\vec{x}_i) = Pr(y = c|\vec{x}) + \varepsilon(\vec{x}),$$

where $Pr(y = c|\vec{x})$ represents the probability of the sample belonging to the class $c$, $\hat{c}$ is the prediction label, and $\varepsilon(\vec{x})$ represents the error that a single classifier introduces.
According to Bayesian theory, the sample should be assigned to the class $\hat{c}$ provided that the posteriori probability of that interpretation is maximum:

$$Pr(y = \hat{c}\mid \vec{x}, \mathcal{C}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{C}_N) = \max_{c \in 1,\ldots,C} Pr(y = c\mid \vec{x}, \mathcal{C}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{C}_N).$$  \hspace{2cm} (17)$$

For exploiting the complementary information among all classifiers, we investigated three decision rules (mean rule, product rule, and median rule). The comparative results of these three rules will be explained in the experiments. Assume that all classifiers used are generally statistically independent, and the prior probabilities of occurrence for the class $k$ are under assumption of equal priors, the rule of multi-classifier fusion is simplified to

$$Pr(y = \hat{c}\mid \vec{x}) = \max_{c \in 1,\ldots,C} [\otimes_{i \in 1,\ldots,m} Pr(y = c\mid \vec{x}, \mathcal{C}_i)],$$  \hspace{2cm} (18)$$

where $C$ is the number of facial expressions, $\otimes$ represents one decision-level fusion rule, and $Pr(y = c\mid \vec{x}, \mathcal{C}_i)$ can be obtained by the soft-max function. Here, multi-classifier fusion is shorted as MCF. In the implementation, five classifiers, including SVMs based on linear, Gaussian and Polynomial kernels, boosting classifier and Fisher linear discriminant classifier are chosen.

2.6.4 Experiments

For our study, 374 sequences are selected from the Cohn-Kanade facial expression database for basic facial expression recognition. The selection criterion was that any sequence to be labeled was one of the six basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise). The sequences came from 97 subjects, with one to six emotions per subject. Ten-fold cross validation method was used in the whole scenario.

Firstly, we evaluate the performance of SFD with different block sizes. We give the mean accuracy of $8 \times 8$, $16 \times 16$, $32 \times 32$ and $64 \times 64$ block sizes. The mean accuracies are 87.97%, 94.92%, 94.12% and 93.85% for $8 \times 8$, $16 \times 16$, $32 \times 32$ and $64 \times 64$, respectively. SFD obtains the compromising result at $16 \times 16$ block size. Furthermore, based on MCF with median rule, SFD+MCF achieves the performance of 95.19% at the accuracy.

Next, the performance of DisSFD is evaluated. We give the mean accuracy of the different numbers of slices from 15 to 90 at the interval of 15. The mean accuracies are 90.37%, 91.98%, 94.12%, 93.32%, 93.05% and 92.25% for 15, 30, 45, 60, 75 and 90 slices, respectively. Unfortunately, DisSFD cannot be better than the SFD (94.92%), while the dimensionality of features is effectively decreased from 6,726 to 4,425.
Table 7. Comparative performance of the proposed methods and the state-of-the-art methods, where * represents our methods (III, published by permission of Springer).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Evaluation Protocol</th>
<th>Average Recognition Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yesin et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Five-fold</td>
<td>90.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleksic &amp; Katsaggelos (2006)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>93.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littlewort et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Leave-one-subject-out</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao &amp; Pietikäinen (2007)</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>91.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFD*</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>94.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DisSFD*</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>94.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFD+MCF*</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>95.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DisSFD+MCF*</td>
<td>Ten-fold</td>
<td>96.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we combine all methods into the evaluation, where 16 × 16 block size and 45 slices are chosen for DisSFD, and MCF uses the median rule. It is good to see that DisSFD+MCF* can achieve the performance of 96.32%, which is better than disSFD and SFD+MCF. Finally, the comparative results of the proposed method with the state-of-the-art methods (Yesin et al. 2006, Shan et al. 2009, Aleksic & Katsaggelos 2006, Littlewort et al. 2006, Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007) are given in Table 7, where they provided the overall results obtained with the same database. From this table, we can see that SFD obtained better result than block-based LBP-TOP that divided face image into 8 × 8 overlapping blocks, with an increase of 3.48%. Additionally, SFD+MCF is better compared to SFD and DisSFD. DisSFD+MCF outperformed all the other methods.

2.7 Discussion

The method presented in Section 2.4, also in Paper I, is designed for facial expression recognition in still images. In order to enhance the representative capability of LBP, the completed local pattern method is designed for image description based on the difference of sign, magnitude and orientation. Additionally, to learn the discriminative and representative patterns for appearance and motion features, a simple yet powerful measurement is formulated. There are two parts of this measurement: first, predefined domain patterns are calculated in order to get the efficient computation, and second, the weight k-means clustering trickily learns the number of clusters of all patterns.
The contributions of this methods can be summarized as: (1) the statistical patterns are flexible and domain to various applications and (2) the features are compact. The solid experimental results in Paper I have shown the advantage of this method: (1) domain-adaptive and flexible statistical and (2) compact features. A limitation is that the feature extraction is on still images. Even so, it may be possible to extend it to the temporal domain by following the principle of LBP-TOP.

In the multi-layer spatiotemporal descriptor presented in Section 2.5 (Paper II), the useful monogenic filters as the first hidden layer are designed for the purpose of enhancing the representation of facial features, and then the LBP operator as the second latent layer was used to describe the facial features by local structure information and histogram of sub-regions. The contributions of this method lie in the following aspects: (1) the shape of facial images has been preserved in magnitude and orientation information; (2) the facial structures with respect to noise and illumination changes are suppressed by analyzing the local phase, which is a qualitative measure of a local structure; (3) the final features encode both local structure information and shape information; and (4) the representation capability of features is straightforwardly strengthened by learning the optimal weights for three histogram features. One of the derived descriptors combining with magnitude and orientations consistently achieves superior classification performance over all methods under comparison for facial expression recognition application. For this multi-layer spatiotemporal descriptor, we found that one of its limitations is that the computational time is slightly longer than that of the conventional LBP-TOP. However, as observed from experimental results, the improvement on recognition accuracies is more significant. Additionally, the activities of the monogenic filters may lead to different classification accuracies, since the scale among the controlled parameters of monogenic filters would give the fine or coarse structure of facial images. But it is experimentally observed that it gets the compromising achievement when the scale is 3. It also gets the tradeoff between the computational complexity and performance for facial expression recognition.

The method presented in Section 2.6 (Paper III) can be seen as the combination of geometric and appearance features. A slight difference to other hybrid feature methods is that the geometric information provides the regions of interest to the appearance descriptor. To enhance the discriminative capability of features, the feature selection based on AdaBoost is designed for 114 slices, including the appearance and motion features. However these discriminative features observed from the experiments cannot achieve better performance while they reduce the dimensionality. Finally, the multi-
classifier fusion method is exploited to utilize the power of different classifier to enhance the final features. From the experimental evaluations on facial expression database it is found that: (1) the sparse features contain robust and reliable discriminative information which can improve the classification performance; (2) the feature selection significantly preserves the effectiveness of computation; and (3) the multi-classifier fusion may provide the potential implementation to facial expression recognition.
3 Facial expression recognition in uncontrolled conditions

This chapter presents the studies on facial expression recognition in uncontrolled conditions, including illumination variations, partial occlusion and head pose variation, which are originally presented in Papers IV-VII.

3.1 Background and motivation

In recent years, the experiments or applications among numerous approaches for facial expression recognition have been conducted in restricted experimental environment. For example, participants not wearing sunglasses sit in frontal of the camera under good illumination. In such a satisfying condition, a facial expression recognition system by Yesin et al. (2006), Aleksic & Katsaggelos (2006), Littlewort et al. (2006), Zhao & Pietikäinen (2007), Shan et al. (2009), for examples, including our previously proposed methods, can obtain promising performance. In general, these experimental conditions can be easily pre-acquired, e.g., by requiring participants not to wear sunglass, providing a good lighting or using a high-resolution camera. An experimental setup such like that can be referred to Lucey et al. (2010), Gross et al. (2010).

However, facial expression recognition may suffer from some practical problems when it is combined with surveillance systems of airport, station, for instance. The rigorous conditions cannot be simply controlled in real-time environment. For example, people deliberately cover his/her face by hand, or people do not face to the camera. Even tiny changes of environment may expose numerous serious problems to the application of facial expression recognition. Three critical factors, including illumination, occlusion and pose, are well known to make serious challenges while applying facial expression recognition. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the classification problem of facial expressions on three previously described conditions.

Previous studies have suggested that the component-based approach can provide promising performance in some cases against pose motion or partial occlusion (Heisele & Koshizen 2004, Ivanov et al. 2004). Following our previous work in Section 2.6 (Paper III), this section begins with presenting two variants of the component-based method, which will be used to increase the robustness of features for illumination
variation and occlusion. And then it continues to deal with the illumination variation in facial expression recognition, and handles the occlusion, finally presents our solution to pose changes.

**Illumination variation**

Most of facial expression data sets currently in use are captured in a visible light spectrum. However, different environment and time can cause significant variations between images. The variation of lighting conditions, and light angles in particular, change the appearance of the face in a significant way (Adini et al. 1997). Therefore, a facial expression recognition system should adapt to the environment, not vice versa. However, uncontrolled visible light (VIS) (380-750 nm) in ambient conditions can cause significant variations in image appearance and texture. The facial expression recognition method developed thus far by us and others performs well under controlled circumstances, but changes in illumination or light angle cause problems for the recognition systems. To meet the requirements of real world applications, it should be possible to work in varying illumination conditions and even in near darkness.

To date, there are many image processing methods (Li et al. 2008, Tan & Triggs 2010, Nabatchian et al. 2011) to handle the illumination changes. Unfortunately, algorithms are complicated and not very reliable, e.g., for different lighting directions, and using the same preprocessing could not get satisfying results. Instead, there are certain convenient imaging sources to capture the face image in different light spectrum such as the thermal spectrum (8-12 µm) and near-infrared spectrum (780-1100 nm). The thermal spectrum imaging becomes a useful technique for recognizing facial expression under uncontrolled illumination condition (Yoshitomi et al. 1997, He et al. 2013), but thermal spectrum imaging has limitations in the following situations: (1) wearing glasses blocks a large portion of thermal energy of eye region, (2) variations of ambient temperature also significantly change the thermal characteristics of the face, and (3) some facial regions are not receptive to the emotion changes under thermal spectrum. (Kong et al. 2005, Ioannou et al. 2014, Nguyen et al. 2014). Additionally, Chen et al. (2005) showed that a thermal infrared system does not work in practice as well as a system based on VIS images, since elapsed time causes significant changes in the thermal patterns of the same subject.

In contrast, active near-infrared (NIR) has become a candidate for dealing with the illumination variations for facial expression recognition. As far as we know, active
NIR imaging is robust to illumination variations, and it has been used successfully for illumination invariant face recognition (Li et al. 2007). In their study, they firstly stated that the face images of the same subject obtained from a visual camera are negatively correlated, while ones obtained from NIR imaging in diverse visual illumination conditions are closely correlated. Because of the changes in the lighting intensity, NIR images are inclined to monotonic transform. They further compensated the monotonic transform by applying the LBP operator to NIR images because LBP is invariant with respect to monotonic gray scale changes. The combination of NIR imaging and LBP features obtained promising results for illumination invariant face recognition. Therefore, the robustness properties of NIR imaging may provide a good basis for facial expression recognition regardless of variations in VIS lighting. In Section 3.4, we present a new method that combines the NIR method and discriminative component-based LBP-TOP features beyond visual spectrum for illumination robust facial expression recognition.

**Facial occlusion**

Scientists conducted experiments in order to recognize the facial expressions from un-occluded facial images taken under controlled laboratory conditions. The facial expression recognition system developed by Zhao & Pietikäinen (2007), Shan et al. (2009), for examples, thus has a good ability to recognize the facial expression without presence of occlusion. Unfortunately, at times, the human may be wearing sunglasses or scarf; thus, the face may be partially occluded. In practice, the traditional facial expression recognition system suffers from the problems by the presence of occlusion, e.g., “happiness” expression and “surprise” expressions are confused in case of mouth occlusion. Therefore, a practical facial expression recognition system should handle some common types of presence of occlusion.

However, most of recent work on recognizing facial expression in this circumstance has focused on still images. It is known that one can see emotion from an image sequence easier than from a still image. One reason for that is that the information from the image sequence contains not only the appearance feature, but also the motion feature. Due to this reason, the analysis of dynamic image sequences has become very attractive in computer vision. It motivates us to analyze facial occlusion of a dynamic facial expression sequence. In our observation, we find that un-occluded face regions can subsequently provide sufficient information to the classifier. Therefore, we try to develop a novel algorithm to combine component-based method and sparse
representation to handle facial occlusion. The component-based approach in Paper V is exploited to represent facial expressions via two kinds of feature descriptors. Based on the component-based method, occlusion detection is discussed in Section 3.5. In the occlusion detection, we design a novel occlusion detection based on the theorem of sparse representation to find out the position of occluded regions. In the recognition stage, the weight learning and multiple feature fusion are used to learn the optimal weights for each feature and then fuse them to classify each image sequence to the expression class.

**Pose change**

Besides illumination and occlusion, the head pose makes a challenging problem in facial expression recognition. As previously mentioned, the facial expression recognition designed in recent years performs well under controlled environments, in which human subjects need to face the camera. However, in the real-world application, it is difficult to acquire the face images in frontal of the camera, e.g., in the meeting or people talking. In this case, the existing system may fail to recognize the facial expression with the head pose change more than 30 degrees. It is important to make the system able to do the recognition at arbitrary views.

With the creation of several multi-view databases, such as Multi-PIE, the view-invariant approaches have been under investigation by the research community in facial expression recognition. The works on profile view expression recognition can be classified based upon the types of features employed: geometric features and various low-level features on pre-labeled landmarks points. It is noted that these approaches require the facial key-points location information, which needs to be pre-labeled. However, in real applications, key-points need to be automatically detected, which is a big challenge in itself in case of non-frontal faces, although multi-view 2D tracking methods (Zhu & Ramanan 2012, Anvar et al. 2013) can be used to register facial images. To address this issue, there have been some attempts which do not require key-point locations (Zheng et al. 2010, Tang et al. 2010, Moore & Bowden 2011).

Motivated by the existing research works, there are two questions that should be considered in multi-view facial expression recognition. The first issue is that whether there exist discriminative features for facial expressions or not. Recent research shows that appearance-based features achieve good performance, while they may carry irrelevant information of face identity. This irrelevant information can confuse the
classifier for recognizing facial expressions. The other is addressed for utilizing the correlation between facial expressions and views. The classical framework regards the view and facial expression as two separate signals. It usually requires to accurately estimating pose. It therefore leads to a challenge to this framework. To address this, the exploration of their correlation may be a good way to make one system simple and avoid the cumulative error caused by pose estimation. The solution to these two issues is discussed in Section 3.6. Discriminative neighbor preserving embedding (DNPE) was proposed by using neighbor graph and maximizing margin criterion. Additionally, the multi-view framework was used to embed DNPE for coupling facial expressions with views.

In summary, we aim to design stable and reliable image descriptors for dealing with illumination variation, partial occlusion and pose changes, which are discussed in Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.

3.2 Related works

For facial expression analysis, the existing challenging situations in the wild can be divided into three uncontrolled circumstances: illumination variations, the presence of occlusion, and head pose changes. So far, few complete research surveys have summarized these three issues at the same place. In order to clarify the purpose of this chapter, the literature in this section of facial expression recognition is orderly discussed under three respective conditions. A brief overview of representative methods for studying illumination variation, the presence of occlusion and head pose changes are summarized in Tables 8, 9 and 10, respectively.

Illumination variation

In the applications, uncontrolled visible light in ambient conditions creates serious difficulties in extracting efficiently facial representation from image appearance and texture. According to Adini et al. (1997), they pointed out that the lighting condition significantly changes the appearance of a face, and also stated that the local filters are themselves inadequate to overcome variations in the environmental lighting due to changes in the illumination direction. Therefore, recognition in uncontrolled indoor illumination conditions is one of the most important problem for practical facial expression recognition systems. It is possible to solve this problem by using three
Table 8. Representative methods for resolving the problem by illumination variations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Infrared imaging</td>
<td>LBP features on NIR and VIS imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. (2008)</td>
<td>Illumination correction</td>
<td>Face model construction and model fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan &amp; Triggs (2010)</td>
<td>Illumination normalization</td>
<td>Gamma correction, DoG filtering, mask and equalization of variation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu (2011)</td>
<td>Illumination normalization</td>
<td>Dual-tree complex wavelet transform in logarithm domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maeng et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Infrared imaging</td>
<td>NIR imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nabatchian et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Illumination invariation extraction</td>
<td>Illumination-reflection model by applying a high-pass filter on the logarithm of an image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Feature extraction</td>
<td>Neighboring wavelet coefficients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzimiropoulos et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Feature extraction</td>
<td>Image gradient orientation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Infrared imaging</td>
<td>Thermal infrared imaging and deep Boltzmann machine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

different approaches. The first tries to normalize illumination variations, the second attempts to exploit the features, and the third takes the advantage of different imaging systems.

(1) Much work has been attempted to model and correct illumination changes on face in VIS images. The idea in illumination normalization is to remove unwanted illumination effects from the image, such as non-uniform illumination, highlights, shadowing, aliasing, noise and blurring. (Li et al. 2008, Tan & Triggs 2010, Hu 2011, Nabatchian et al. 2011). One of the disadvantages of the illumination normalization is that when effects caused by varying illumination are removed, also some useful information like wrinkles and skin detail will also vanish. Illumination normalization methods are not very reliable, because also some important information for recognition will be lost when removing effects caused by illumination variations. The use of illumination normalization methods is shown to improve recognition performance when there are illumination variations in the faces, but have not led to illumination invariant face representation due to significant difficulties, especially uncontrolled illumination directions.
Alternative ways to suppress the illumination changes on face in visual spectrum are done through exploiting robust features. The essential in illumination suppression is to extract the useful features from intensity, e.g., the orientation, which has been shown to be invariant to illumination, to eliminate the effect of illumination change using certain feature extraction methods. (Cao et al. 2012, Tzimiropoulos et al. 2012). Beyond illumination normalization, the feature extraction methods have better edge preserving ability. However, feature extraction is not very stable to some illuminations, especially in the dark evening. More importantly, it is observed that the previously described methods, which got satisfying results in face recognition, would vanish the skin detail and shape information when they are applied to facial expression recognition.

Some research has been carried out recently on face imaging beyond the visible spectrum in face recognition. The first one is thermal infrared imaging, which reflects heat radiation. The use of thermal infrared imaging is a useful technique for identifying faces under uncontrolled illumination conditions (Yoshitomi et al. 1997, Hermosilla et al. 2012, He et al. 2013, Gade & Moeslund 2014). However, instability due to environmental temperatures and not-real-time due to elapsed time are two main disadvantages of thermal infrared imaging. Alternative of imaging acquisition is NIR imaging, which behaves more like normal VIS imaging. In Li et al. (2007), Maeng et al. (2011), they showed that an NIR system is more suitable for face recognition than a VIS imaging system, when there are changes in environmental illumination conditions, and especially, in the light angle. They also demonstrated that the influence of environmental lighting to the face was reduced considerably due to the present NIR imaging system. More specially, different from illumination normalization and feature extraction, using an NIR imaging system does not remove the skin texture and wrinkles, which are very important to facial expression recognition. Therefore, an NIR imaging brings a new dimension to illumination invariant face representation, specially for facial expression recognition.

Presence of occlusion

Partial occlusion sometimes occurs when people are wearing masks. More specifically, the occlusion can be regarded as the noise to facial expression recognition. Therefore, the ability to handle an occluded face is important for achieving robust recognition. Recently, the effect of occlusion on facial expression recognition has received much attention from the research community. Existing facial expression recognition studies have previously attempted to solve the occlusion through two ways: facial representation...
Table 9. Representative methods for handling facial occlusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bourel et al. (2001)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buciu et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Gabor feature and classifier fusion</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kotsia &amp; Pitas (2007)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Discriminant NMF</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercier et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Occlusion detection</td>
<td>Model construction and residual image statistics</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towner &amp; Slater (2007)</td>
<td>Geometric reconstruction</td>
<td>PCA-based methods to reconstruct the positions of occluded part</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammal et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Face simulation</td>
<td>Facial point deformations and modified transferable belief model</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mao et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Model construction</td>
<td>Robust principal component analysis</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanelli et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Feature extraction and classification</td>
<td>Log-Gabor response feature, dense optical flow, random forests and Hough voting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotter (2011)</td>
<td>Occlusion detection</td>
<td>Sparse representation classifier and a weight voting</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang &amp; Jia (2011)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Eigen-faces and Fisher-faces</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Gabor feature and template matching</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhi et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Holistic feature extraction</td>
<td>Graph-preserving sparse NMF</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Occlusion detection</td>
<td>Sparse representation and feature extraction</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and occlusion detection.

(1) Facial representation methods have attempted to remove the impact of occlusion by recovering missing geometric or texture features based on the configuration and visual properties of the face. The facial representation methods for partial occlusion are broadly categorized into holistic and local feature sets.
For the holistic feature methods, one deals with the whole face by using Gabor or Eigen-faces. For example, the method in Buciu et al. (2005) presented the usage of Gabor feature of facial image and classifier fusion to solve the occlusion in static images. Zhang et al. (2011) further used the Gabor features to build the template, and then applied the template matching to recognize the facial expressions in partial occlusion. Other method in Towner & Slater (2007) utilized three PCA-based approaches to reconstruct the positions of missing points at the top and bottom of the face. Their results showed that occlusion of the top of the face can be reconstructed with little loss, while occlusion of the bottom is reconstructed less accurately but still gives comparable expression recognition accuracy. An analysis of Eigen-faces and Fisher-faces with near neighbor method and SVM was proposed by Jiang & Jia (2011) to be robust to facial occlusions. Some works have attempted to recognize facial expressions by using facial points. Hammal et al. (2009) recognized facial expression from partially occluded images based on facial point deformations and a modified transferable belief model. The different types of occlusion were simulated by adding bubble masks into the face and handled by the transferable belief model, which can integrate information from different local facial regions, and deal with uncertain and imprecise data.

By the nature of face structures, facial models using local facial information extraction have an advantage over the holistic feature methods (Bourel et al. 2001). The non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a classical local method to extract the features from partial occluded images. The recent study in Kotsia & Pitas (2007) proposed discriminant NMF for recognizing facial expressions under partial occlusion. Moreover, Zhi et al. (2011) attempted a graph-preserving sparse NMF to resolve the problem of facial occlusion. They transformed the high-dimensional facial images into a locality-preserving subspace.

(2) Besides facial representation, an alternative method, named as occlusion detection, has been proposed to automatically detect facial occlusion (Mercier et al. 2007, Mao et al. 2009, Xia et al. 2012). It recognizes the facial expression in occlusion through three steps: firstly building a statistical model from un-occluded faces, and then detecting and then removing the face region in occlusion, finally processing the un-occluded face regions. In Mercier et al. (2007), it was proposed to construct the model of un-occluded face by a fitting algorithm, and then detect occlusion by means of residual image statistics. In Mao et al. (2009), robust principal component analysis and saliency occlusion were used to detect facial occlusions. Alternatively, sparse representation is widely utilized in face recognition for robustness to face occlusion. A new algorithm for
Table 10. Representative methods for multi-view facial expression recognition on 2D images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al. (2008b,a)</td>
<td>Two view-dependent frameworks based on pose estimation and facial expression recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Dense scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) feature vectors and ergodic Hidden Markov models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. (2009)</td>
<td>SIFT features on 83 facial landmarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zheng et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Regional covariance matrix representation and Bayes discriminant analysis via Gaussian mixture model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudovic et al. (2013)</td>
<td>Regression model to map non-frontal facial points into frontal one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Facial expression recognition under occlusion was proposed by Cotter (2010b,a, 2011) to apply sparse representation for classifying the facial expression in each region and use a weight voting to combine the score of each class. Additionally, Zhang et al. (2012) applied sparse representation based on various features to recognize facial expressions in randomly pixel corruption and the random block occlusion.

In recent years, facial expression recognition based on the analysis of dynamic image sequences has become an active research topic. It conveys that dynamic features from the image sequences can provide much more information than the static images (Zhang & Ji 2005). However, only a few works are investigating dynamic facial expression recognition under occlusion by now (Bourel et al. 2000, Zhang & Ji 2005, Fanelli et al. 2010). In Bourel et al. (2000), they used six local facial regions and a rank-weighted k-nearest-neighbor classifier against partial occlusion in videos. Zhang & Ji (2005) inferred facial expressions in occluded frames via temporal reasoning. In Fanelli et al. (2010), a Hough forest-based method was proposed for facial expression sequences. These works mean that even though the facial sequence is partially occluded, the un-occluded regions in the video can still provide the motion information.

**Pose change**

The methods on facial expression recognition in arbitrary view can be divided into two groups according to the utilization of class labels: (1) one considers facial expressions separated from view labels (Hu et al. 2008b,a), and (2) the other couples facial expression labels with view information (Zheng et al. 2009, 2010).
The first group can be also called as the view-dependent approach (Moore & Bowden 2011, Rudovic et al. 2010, 2013). The essence of the view-dependent approach is an algorithm developed based on pose estimation and emotion classification. Hu et al. (2008b,a) established the general framework for multi-view emotion recognition. Deriving from this framework, certain research work in Moore & Bowden (2011) investigated the performance and effectiveness of the various feature descriptor and different dimension reduction schemes for estimating the emotion truth label. Additionally, Rudovic et al. (2013) applied the regression-based scheme to map the facial geometric features in the profile view to the optimal ones in the frontal view. Even though these works based on the view-dependent framework achieved promising results on BU-3DFE and Multi-PIE databases, they still have to build the subspace or regression model of each view. High accurate pose estimation should be required in, e.g., Rudovic et al. (2013). However, in practice, this is inevitable to exactly estimate the head pose view of facial images.

Instead of advanced pose estimation, the other group considers view labels as complementary information to emotion class labels (Zheng et al. 2009, 2010). In other words, the view labels may be embedded in the probability theoretical framework. Zheng et al. (2009) pointed out that facial images from the same view and facial expression label can be considered as an independent subclass. The advantage is that the view labels are vanished in the emotion label. But they used a complicated feature with large numerous dimension of $83 \times 128$ from landmarks of 3D face model for representing facial images. This may severely limit its practical application due to a 3D face model not available. Therefore, Zheng et al. (2010) further presented to exploit the regional covariance matrix representation for appearance features. In addition, the Bayes discriminant analysis via Gaussian mixture model was proposed to reduce the dimensionality of feature vector while preserving the most discriminative information.

Different from the previously described categorization, the method of multi-view facial expression recognition can be also categorized into two classes according to image source: (1) regression model or classification model on 2D image (Zheng et al. 2010, Rudovic et al. 2013) and (2) 3D facial expression recognition (Tang & Huang 2008, Sun & Yin 2009, Sandbach et al. 2012).

It is known that the above mentioned works are mostly derived from 2D facial images, although Zheng et al. (2009) used landmarks from 3D face model. In recent years, 3D facial expression recognition has become an active research (Tang & Huang 2008, Sandbach et al. 2012). It is noticed that 3D facial expression techniques are mostly depending on the 3D image acquisition and tracking. With recent development,
a 3D scanner becomes cheaper and affordable, which may be soon integrated in consumer devices. However, so far, 2D facial images are the most convenient ones to be acquired for a real-time facial expression recognition system, especially in outdoor environment. Recently, the combination of 2D and 3D facial expression recognition has been extensively discussed (Tsalakianidou & Malassiotis 2010).

3.3 Component-based feature descriptor

In recent years, the works of Heisele & Koshizen (2004), Ivanov et al. (2004), Li et al. (2009) cropped the facial image into some sub-regions or components, and then extracted the appearance features from those components. However, the features in the earlier component-based methods were only extracted from static images, even though Zhang & Ji (2005), Sun & Yin (2009) used HMMs or DBNs to integrate the static information with time development.

Researches (Heisele & Koshizen 2004, Ivanov et al. 2004) have also shown that the component-based approach is robust in some cases against pose motion or partial occlusion. In Section 2.6, though the sparse feature descriptor can perform well, each region is not always accurately located. Considering the advantages of the component-based approach, the merit of Section 2.6 can be further extended to solve the limitation of the component-based approach. Therefore, we propose two variants of component-based methods: (1) component-based single feature descriptor (CSFD) in Section 3.3.1, and (2) component-based multiple feature descriptor (CMFD) in Section 3.3.2. More details of CSFD and CMFD can be referred to Papers IV and V, respectively. More importantly, considering the unequal important role of each facial component, the weight learning procedure (WL) is further presented in Section 3.3.3. More details of WL can be referred
3.3.1 Component-based single feature descriptor

CSFD is presented based on six facial components and LBP-TOP. The procedure is shown in Figure 9. Firstly, considering time-consuming of manual labeling, the model in Section 2.6 is used to detect the facial landmarks of the first frame. According to 38 facial landmarks, six facial components, i.e., forehead, two eyes, two cheeks and mouth, can be located. Secondly, the LBP-TOP feature descriptor is used to extract the spatiotemporal features of each component, where they are denoted as $\{\Omega_m\}$.

In general, the features from all face components are simply concatenated into a single feature. However, it may cause the curse of dimensionality to the classification. Instead, the decision-level fusion can allow each feature to play its role in facial expression and reduce the mutual effect of each region. The principle of the decision-level fusion has been previously described in Section 2.6.3. Considering the role of each face component, we rewrite the mathematical formulation of this fusion as follows:
Given all features vectors \( \{ \Omega_m \}_{m=1}^M \), it can assign \( \bar{x}_{\text{test}} \rightarrow \hat{c} \) if

\[
Pr(c = \hat{c} | \bar{x}_{\text{test}}, \Omega_1, \ldots, \Omega_M) = \max_{c \in \{1, \ldots, C\}} \otimes \{Pr(c|\Omega_1)\beta_{c,1}, \ldots, Pr(c|\Omega_M)\beta_{c,M}\},
\]

(19)

where \( \bar{x}_{\text{test}} \) and \( \hat{c} \) represent the testing sample and its class, respectively, \( \otimes \) is the decision-level rule, \( \beta_{c,m} \) represents the weights of the \( m \)th feature vector to the \( c \)th expression. By default, the weights for all features vector are equal. In the solution, \( P(c|\Omega_m) \) can be obtained by binary SVM and soft-max function.

### 3.3.2 Component-based multiple feature descriptor

CMFD aims to extend a multiple feature descriptor into the component-based approach. The method is shown in Figure 10. It contains the appearance and shape representations for each facial component. We firstly consider three components, eyes (including eyebrows), nose, and mouth derived from facial images according to facial configuration and facial landmarks. For each component, the appearance and shape features are extracted.

1. For appearance representation, the LBP operator is implemented, since it is a monotonic gray-scale invariant texture primitive static and it has also been widely applied in various fields such as texture classification (Ojala et al. 2002). However, the appearance representations are not sufficient to give good features to classification. Here, we borrow the idea of LBP-TOP to further describe the motion features from the horizontal and vertical planes.

2. For shape representation, Edge map (EdgeMap) (Gizatdinova & Surakka 2006), which describes structural features, is extended to describe the shape representation for three components in the image sequence. In the implementation, we directly extend EdgeMap into the temporal domain, where the mean histogram of all frames in one video sequence are statistically calculated for representing the shape variations along the temporal domain.

It is experimentally observed that features of each facial component cannot achieve promising results if feature descriptors were straightly used. Alternatively, for each component, it is divided into \( m \times n \) grids. The feature descriptor, e.g., LBP, is then applied in each grid. Finally, each component is formulated by one feature which is obtained by concatenating the features of grids. These component-based features are finally combined by using the decision-level method, as described in Equation (19).
3.3.3 Weight learning

It is observed that $\beta_c, m$ is an important element for Equation (19). In order to get optimal weights for different facial components, weight learning is proposed by using multiple kernel learning (MKL). Given multiple feature vectors $\{\Omega_m\}_{m=1}^M$, each of them has $N$ samples $\{\vec{x}_m, i\}_{i=1}^N$, and the corresponding class label of $\vec{x}_m, i$ is $c_i$, where $c_i \in \{+1, -1\}$, one can calculate multiple basis kernels for each feature vector. Hence, the kernel of the MKL is computed as a convex combination of the basis kernels

$$k_{i,j} = \sum_{m=1}^M \beta_m k(\vec{x}_m, i, \vec{x}_m, j), \quad (20)$$

and restricted by $\beta_m \geq 0, \sum_{m=1}^M \beta_m = 1$, where $\beta_m$ is the weight of the $m$th feature vector, $k(\vec{x}_m, i, \vec{x}_m, j)$ is the kernel of $\vec{x}_m, i$ and $\vec{x}_m, j$. The Equation (20) is to show the purpose of the MKL that combines the multiple feature vectors into a single feature vector by assigning different weights. It thus is defined based on all components. Here, we use a linear kernel function to compute the basis kernel. And then we normalize all kernel matrices of feature sets to unit trace. To make sure each kernel matrix is positive-definite, we have added the absolute of the smallest eigenvalue of the kernel matrix to the diagonal of this kernel matrix, if this smallest eigenvalue is negative. This formulation enables the kernel combination weights to be learnt within the SVM framework. For kernel algorithms, the solution of the learning problem of each component is of the form

$$f_m(\vec{x}_m, \text{test}) = \sum_i \alpha_i K_m(\vec{x}_m, \text{test}, \vec{x}_m, i) + b,$$

where $\alpha_i$ and $b$ are some coefficients to be learned from samples, $\vec{x}_m, \text{test}$ is the $m$th feature vector of $\vec{x}_\text{test}$.

The classifier model parameter and the weights are given by the optimization problem of the MKL based on SVM as

$$\min \sum_m \frac{1}{\beta_m} \| f_m \|^2_{\mathcal{H}_m} + \tilde{C} \sum_i \xi_i, \quad (21)$$

and it is restricted by (1) $y_i \sum_m f_m(\vec{x}_m, i) + y_i b \geq 1 - \xi_i$, (2) $\xi_i \geq 0$, (3) $\beta_m \geq 0$, and (4) $\sum_m \beta_m = 1$, where $\xi_i$ is the slack afforded to each sample, $\tilde{C}$ is the regularization parameter, and $f_m$ belongs to an reproducing kernel Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}_m$ associated with a kernel function. In our implementation, the stop criterion of the optimization to Equation (21) is based on the variation of coefficient $\beta_m$ between two consecutive steps.
3.4 Discriminative component-based spatiotemporal features with NIR imaging for illumination variations

Images via NIR imaging are subject to a monotonic transform, and LBP-TOP features are robust to monotonic gray-scale changes. A facial expression recognition system invariant to illumination changes can be generated, when an NIR imaging system and LBP-TOP features are combined together. Although LBP-TOP and NIR images can outperform some illumination normalization methods, there is still space to further improve them. The framework is presented in Paper IV, deriving it from some works presented in Paper III.

3.4.1 NIR imaging

The NIR imaging system used in Paper IV consists of an NIR camera, a color camera, a camera box and 18 NIR light-emitting diodes mounted on the camera box. The NIR imaging system was used to collect a new facial expression database for both NIR and VIS images on dark, weak and normal illuminations. For a brief description, NIR and VIS images on dark, weak and normal illuminations are abbreviated as NIR_D, NIR_W, NIR_N, VIS_D, VIS_W and VIS_N, respectively.

In the NIR imaging system, two methods are used to control the light direction: (1) active lights are mounted on the camera to provide frontal lighting and (2) environmental lighting is minimized. NIR LEDs are used as active lights. A reasonable wavelength for active lights is 850 nm, which is in the NIR spectrum (780-1,100 nm).

3.4.2 Discriminative component-based features

Based on images obtained from the NIR imaging system, the CSFD, presented in Section 3.3.1, is used to extract features of facial expressions. In the implementation of ASM (Milborrow & Nicolls 2008), it is found that it mostly failed to detect facial points from NIR images when using an ASM model trained from VIS images, since the model based on VIS images cannot be adapted to NIR spectrum. Instead, some NIR images are chosen for training a new ASM model. In the experiments, it is found that the ASM model based on NIR images can work promisingly for NIR and VIS images in all illuminations. The detection rates were: for NIR images, 98.93% in normal and weak illumination, 98.37% in dark illumination; for VIS images, 97.07% in normal,
98.95% in weak, 95.79% in dark illumination. Some misalignment occurred in a few images, but this error was acceptable in our experiments, and we did not make any further manual processing to remove it.

The size of each component is so large that more than one block is needed to describe its local spatiotemporal information. However, the areas of facial components are different. For example, both cheek areas are much smaller than forehead and mouth areas. This means that using the same number of blocks for all components is not reasonable. Thus, a different number of blocks was used for different components in our experiments. Some tiny areas in one component usually contain more discriminative information than others. It is not necessary to use all the information available in the image, but only the most important areas in terms of distinguishing between subjects or events. The method in Section 2.6.2, also presented in Paper III, is implemented for selecting the most discriminative features for each component. Therefore, the CSFD has discriminative ability, where it is named as DisCSFD.

### 3.4.3 Experiments

For evaluating the proposed method, we apply 10-fold cross-validation test scheme on the Oulu-CASIA NIR&VIS facial expression database, which is described in Paper IV. Each facial component has discriminative information for classification. It is found that the areas of different facial components are not equal. Since using the same block size cannot preserve the optimal capability of each component, it is necessary to select the optimal grid-size for each component. In the experiments, it is observed that the highest performance is achieved with $5 \times 4$ blocks for the right eye, $7 \times 7$ for the left eye, $5 \times 4$ for the right cheek, $4 \times 3$ for the left cheek, $8 \times 7$ for the mouth and $5 \times 5$ blocks for the forehead, respectively. For feature selection, we implement these parameters 45, 30, 30, 60, 90, 30 for right furrow, left furrow, right eye, left eye, mouth and forehead, respectively.

In the experiments, we evaluate the performance of the system consisting of NIR imaging system and CSFD, DisCSFD and their weighted version. The 'product' rule is employed in Equation 19. Table 11 gives the accuracies of different expressions and average performance of the proposed method in VIS and NIR imaging system. We also implement the LBP-TOP (Zhao & Pietikäinen 2007) into VIS and NIR imaging systems. As seen from Table 11, some interesting things can be seen:

1. It is found that the NIR imaging system provides more robustness for facial
Table 11. Comparative performance (%) of LBP-TOP and the proposed methods on VIS and NIR images, where * represents our proposed methods (IV, published by permission of Elsevier).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Illumination</th>
<th>VIS_N</th>
<th>VIS_W</th>
<th>VIS_D</th>
<th>NIR_N</th>
<th>NIR_W</th>
<th>NIR_D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>60.44</td>
<td>56.55</td>
<td>72.09</td>
<td>66.99</td>
<td>69.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSFD*</td>
<td>73.06</td>
<td>65.78</td>
<td>54.37</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>70.63</td>
<td>69.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSFD+WL*</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>65.78</td>
<td>53.35</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>71.15</td>
<td>69.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DisCSFD*</td>
<td>75.97</td>
<td>67.96</td>
<td>60.92</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>72.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DisCSFD+WL*</td>
<td>76.45</td>
<td>67.75</td>
<td>60.92</td>
<td>75.66</td>
<td>73.79</td>
<td>73.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

expression recognition than VIS imaging. It demonstrates that NIR imaging can be more robust to illumination variations, even for poor illumination.

(2) Based on VIS imaging, it is seen that the proposed DisCSFD method performs better than LBP-TOP. More specifically, DisCSFD can still preserve the accuracy of 60.92% under VIS_D, while LBP-TOP only achieves the accuracy of 56.55%.

(3) WL method gives a little improvement for CSFD and DisCSFD at most of illuminations except VIS_W. One main reason is that it may be caused by mis-alignment error.

(4) Comparing NIR imaging and LBP-TOP, it is seen that the proposed system combining DisCSFD and NIR imaging is least influenced by different illuminations. Even in dark illumination, the performance is close to the one in normal illumination. It demonstrates that the proposed system in Paper IV works well in different illuminations.

3.5 Occlusion detection for dynamic occlusions

How to handle facial occlusion is an active research topic for facial expression recognition (Bourel et al. 2001, Buciu et al. 2005, Kotsia et al. 2008a, Jiang & Jia 2011), and has also become a challenging problem for achieving promising results. It is found that CMFD, previously described in Section 3.3.2 (Paper V), may be influenced by facial occlusion. More specifically, the weight learning in Section 3.3.3 may assign the false weights for facial occlusion. It is necessary to marginally filter the noise caused by occlusion. In this section, we present an occlusion detection (OD) system for handling facial occlusion, which is presented in Paper VI. It compresses the influence of noise to weight learning. The completed system (CMFD+OD+WL) which can be used in un-occluded and occluded video sequences is shown in Figure 11. More details can be
3.5.1 Construction of occlusion detection

The aim of occlusion detection is to determine whether the region is occluded or not. We exploit sparse representation to develop a real-time system to detect the occlusion for facial expressions. Firstly, we introduce the theorem of sparse representation. Given training samples of the $c$th object class, each of the training samples is denoted as $\mathbf{x}_j^c \in \mathbb{R}^d$, where $d$ is the dimensionality, $j$ represents the index of a training sample of the $i$th object class. Let us define $\mathbf{X} = [\mathbf{X}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{X}_C]$, where $\mathbf{X}_c$ is the set of samples of the $c$th object class and $C$ represents the number of the object class. Given any test sample $\mathbf{x}_{\text{test}} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ from the same class, it can be linearly spanned by the training samples of the $i$th object class as follows:

$$\mathbf{x}_{\text{test}} = \omega_1^c \mathbf{x}_1^c + \omega_2^c \mathbf{x}_2^c + \cdots + \omega_{N_c}^c \mathbf{x}_{N_c}^c = \mathbf{X}_c \tilde{\omega}_c,$$

where $\omega_j^c$ is a reconstruction coefficient of the $j$th training sample of the $c$th object class, $\tilde{\omega}_c = [\omega_1^c, \ldots, \omega_{N_c}^c]$ and $N_c$ is the number of training samples of $c$th object class.

The sparse representation is implemented to reconstruct a facial sequence. It is achieved by optimizing the following $l_1$-optimization that consists of the reconstruction
error and the sparsity of the representation:

\[
\hat{\omega} = \arg\min \|\hat{\omega}\|_1, \text{ subject to } \|X\hat{\omega} - \vec{x}_{\text{test}}\|_2^2 \leq \varepsilon,
\]  

(23)

where \(\varepsilon\) is the threshold, and vector \(\hat{\omega} = [\omega_1, \ldots, \omega_N]\) depicts the contribution of the training images, \(N = \sum_{i=1}^{C} N_i\).

In the implementation, for a given facial video sequence, three facial components are easily obtained. Here, we take an example of analyzing eye component. Considering one component may not be absolutely occluded, the block-partition-based method with sparse representation is employed. In this case, eye component is divided into \(M\) blocks. For given \(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}}\) of the \(m\)th block, where \(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}}\) are concatenated by appearance and shape features, the coefficient vectors \([\tilde{\omega}_1, \ldots, \tilde{\omega}_C]\) are obtained and ordered by the index of training samples. Using only the coefficients associated with the \(c\)th expression class, we approximate \(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}}\) as \(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}} \tilde{\omega}_c\). In our paper, the residual between \(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}}\) and its approximation in the \(c\)th expression class is defined as \(r_c(\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}}) = \|\vec{F}_{m,\text{test}} - \vec{F}_{m,\text{test}} \tilde{\omega}_c\|_2\), and the residuals associated with all expression classes of the test sample are represented by \(\{r_c\}_{c=1}^{C}\). Furthermore, the minimum residual \(r_{\text{min}}\) is chosen, i.e., \(\min\{r_c\}_{c=1}^{C}\). For classifying occlusion, the threshold machine is defined as

\[
\triangle(\vec{x}_{m,\text{test}}) = \begin{cases} 
0, & r_{\text{min}} \geq \gamma \\
1, & r_{\text{min}} < \gamma
\end{cases},
\]  

(24)

where \(\gamma\) is the threshold of residual, ‘0’ and ‘1’ represent the occluded and un-occluded status of the \(m\)th block, respectively. The procedure can be seen in Algorithm 1.

### 3.5.2 Experimental analysis

For evaluating the proposed method, we apply the same protocol described in Section 2.5 on CK+ database (Lucey et al. 2010) and its simulated database. We compare our method with dynamic EdgeMap (Gizatdinova & Surakka 2006), FSE (i.e., Mean-voting fusion of LBP-TOP and EdgeMap) and (Fanelli et al. 2010). The simulated database of facial occlusion is in detail presented in Paper VI. Firstly, we choose the optimal block size for eyes, nose, and mouth. Experimental results in Paper V show that eyes, nose and mouth reach the best recognition when using 9×8, 11×10, and 8×8 grids, respectively. These grid parameters are chosen in the following discussion. More experiments about facial expression recognition based on normal video sequence can be referred to the experiment sections in Papers V and VI.
Algorithm 1: Real-time occlusion detection based on block-based method with sparse representation.

**input**: Appearance features $\vec{A}$ and shape features $\vec{B}$ from $N$ training samples, $\vec{A}_{\text{test}}$ and $\vec{B}_{\text{test}}$ from testing sample $\vec{x}$, the grid size $M$, threshold of residual $\gamma$, $C$ classes

**output**: $\{\triangle(\vec{x}_{\text{m,test}})\}_{m=1}^{M}$

for $m \leftarrow 1$ to $M$
do  
  Extract the appearance and shape features $\vec{A}_m$ and $\vec{B}_m$ of the $m$th block;
  $\vec{F}_m = [\vec{A}_m \vec{B}_m]$;
  Extract the appearance and shape features $\vec{A}_{\text{m,test}}$ and $\vec{B}_{\text{m,test}}$ of the $m$th block of testing sample;
  $\vec{F}_{\text{m,test}} = [\vec{A}_{\text{m,test}} \vec{B}_{\text{m,test}}]$;
  Optimize $\hat{\omega} = \arg\min \|\hat{\omega}\|_1$, subject to $\|\vec{F}_m \hat{\omega} - \vec{F}_{\text{m,test}}\|_2^2 \leq \epsilon$;
  Obtain $\hat{\omega}$;
  for $c \leftarrow 1$ to $C$ do
    Select $\hat{\omega}_c$ with the $c$th class from $\hat{\omega}$;
    Calculate $r_c(\vec{F}_{\text{m,test}}) = \|\vec{F}_{\text{m,test}} - \vec{F}_m \hat{\omega}_c\|_2$;
    Find $r_{\text{min}} = \min\{r_c\}_{c=1}^C$;
    Obtain $\triangle(\vec{x}_{\text{m,test}})$ according to Equation (24);

Non-occlusion, eye occlusion, mouth occlusion, lower-face occlusion and random occlusion are considered in the experiments. The results of the proposed method and comparison methods are listed in Table 12, where the ‘sum’ rule is employed in decision-level fusion of CMFD. Some observations are seen as follows:

(1) CMFD is more robust to the partial occlusion and has better performance than LBP-TOP and dynamic EdgeMap. With the help of OD, CMFD can be further improved by the recognition rate of 6.77%, 7.39%, 32.92%, and 16.47% for eyes, mouth, lower-face occlusion and random occlusion, respectively. It demonstrates that OD has played an important role in reducing the effect of occlusion for CMFD.

(2) As we know, the WL is a critical stage in our framework, because it can learn the optimal weights for face components. But it would be seriously influenced by occlusion cases except the eye occlusion if OD is not used.

(3) It is found that the completed system (CMFD+OD+WL) can achieve promising results on four occlusion cases. More importantly, this system can also work well in
Table 12. The average recognition rate (%) using different approaches under non-occlusion, eye occlusion, mouth occlusion, lower-face occlusion and random occlusion (Area size of occlusion is 50%), where * represents our methods (VI, published by permission of Elsevier).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Non Occlusion</th>
<th>Eye Occlusion</th>
<th>Mouth Occlusion</th>
<th>Lower-face Occlusion</th>
<th>Random Occlusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP-TOP</td>
<td>87.08</td>
<td>63.38</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>31.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdgeMap</td>
<td>82.77</td>
<td>60.62</td>
<td>24.31</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>33.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSE</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>69.23</td>
<td>36.62</td>
<td>10.46</td>
<td>38.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fanelli et al. (2010)</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMFD*</td>
<td>89.85</td>
<td>78.77</td>
<td>66.15</td>
<td>34.46</td>
<td>60.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMFD+WL*</td>
<td>93.23</td>
<td>92.31</td>
<td>63.38</td>
<td>31.38</td>
<td>61.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMFD+OD*</td>
<td>89.23</td>
<td>85.54</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>67.38</td>
<td>76.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed system*</td>
<td>92.32</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>79.08</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>79.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

non-occlusion case, although it is lower than CMFD+WL. Comparing with Fanelli et al. (2010), our system can perform better.

The recognition rates under eyes occlusion using Gabor filters, the DNMF, and shape-based SVMs in Kotsia et al. (2008a) is 86.8%, 84.2%, and 82.9%, respectively. And for lower-face occlusion, they are 84.4%, 82.9%, 86.7%. Though the results are not directly comparable due to different experimental setups, processing methods, the number of sequences used, etc., they still give an indication of the discriminative power of each approach. It is found that our proposed system under eye occlusion outperforms their algorithms. Unfortunately, the performance under lower-face occlusion is worse than from these methods. It is 13.16% lower than the best performance in Kotsia et al. (2008a).

3.6 Multi-view neighborhood preserving embedding

In practice, nearly frontal-view facial images may not be available. Therefore, it is important to investigate a method to recognize the facial expression at arbitrary views. This section attempts to address two questions: (1) whether there exist discriminative features for facial expressions or not and (2) how can we utilize the correlation between facial expressions and views. According to the study of Moore & Bowden (2011), it is seen that local Gabor binary pattern feature operators (LGBP) (Zhang et al. 2005)
outperforms other variants of LBP in multi-view facial expression recognition. It motivates us to use this feature as an appearance feature based on still images. And then a multi-view discriminative framework based on neighborhood preserving embedding is presented to address the previously mentioned questions. More details can be referred to Paper VII.

### 3.6.1 Multi-view discriminative framework

Emotion recognition from arbitrary view can be regarded as one issue how to construct a multi-view model to recognize facial expression. In this section, we first propose discriminative neighborhood preserving embedding (DNPE) by introducing Fisher criterion and an intrinsic graph, and then propose to use the theorem of multi-view model to DNPE.

Given $n$ training images with $C$ classes, they are denoted as $X = [\vec{x}_1, \ldots, \vec{x}_N] \in \mathbb{R}^d$. With the class label and Euclidean distance, we can obtain the intrinsic graph $G^{wi} = \{X, W^{wi}\}$, which preserves the intrinsic structure of intra-class samples, where $W^{wi}$ is the similarity matrix of $G^{wi}$. We can also obtain the penalty graph $G^{bw} = \{X, W^{bw}\}$ that describes the margin across inter-class boundaries in the same way to build an intrinsic graph, which the penalty similarity matrix $W^{bw}$ describes the similarity among $\vec{x}_i$ and inter-class ones $\vec{x}_j$.

1. It constructs the within-class set $\Omega^{wi}_p$ of the sample $\vec{x}_i$, where $i = 1, \ldots, N$. This set contains $k^{wi}$ nearest neighbors $\vec{x}_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, k^{wi}$) of $\vec{x}_i$ with the same label of $\vec{x}_i$. In the intrinsic graph, there exists the reconstruction weight matrix $W^{wi}$ for $X$ that can be obtained by minimizing the following formulation:

\[
e^{wi}(X) = \sum_i \| \vec{x}_i - \sum_{\vec{x}_j \in \Omega^{wi}_i} w^{wi}_{i,j} \vec{x}_j \|^2,
\]

with the constraint $\sum_i w^{wi}_{i,j} = 1$, where $w^{wi}_{i,j}$ is the weight of the edge from $\vec{x}_i$ to $\vec{x}_j$.

Given the lower dimensional feature space $U \in \mathbb{R}^\hat{d}$, where $\hat{d}$ ($\hat{d} \ll d$) is the dimensionality of this space, the sample $\vec{x}_i$ is transformed into this space via $\vec{y}_i = U^T \vec{x}_i$. Therefore, the sample $\vec{y}_i$ can be represented as a linear combination of its neighbors with the corresponding coefficients $f w^{wi}_{i,j}$. The corresponding cost function is defined as
follows:

$$\epsilon^{wi}(Y) = \sum_i \| \vec{y}_i - \sum_{\vec{y}^{wi}_j \in \Omega^{wi}} w^{wi}_{ij} \vec{y}_j \|^2$$

$$= U'S^{wi}U,$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

where $S^{wi} = X(I - W^{wi})(I - W^{wi})'X'$ represents the local geometric structure of intra-class samples.

2. It also builds the between-class set $\Omega^{bw}$ (‘bw’ means between-class). It contains $k^{bw}$ samples $\vec{x}_j$ ($j = 1, \ldots, k^{bw}$) nearest neighboring to $\vec{x}_i$ that have different class labels to $\vec{x}_i$. The $W^{bw}$ in the penalty graph $G^{bw}$ that can be obtained by minimizing the following formulation:

$$\epsilon^{bw}(X) = \sum_i \| \vec{x}_i - \sum_{\vec{x}^{bw}_r \in \Omega^{bw}} v^{bw}_{i,j} \vec{x}_r \|^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

with the constraint $\sum_j v^{bw}_{i,j} = 1$, where $v^{bw}_{i,j}$ in $W^{bw}$ represents the weight of the edge from $\vec{x}_i$ to $\vec{x}_j$ with different class labels.

In the lower dimensional feature space, one aims to maximize the boundary of samples with different class labels. Therefore, $U$ makes the following objective function maximizes while $W^{bw}$ is fixed:

$$\epsilon^{bw}(Y) = \sum_i \| \vec{y}_i - \sum_{\vec{y}^{bw}_j \in \Omega^{bw}} v^{bw}_{i,j} \vec{y}_j \|^2$$

$$= U'S^{bw}U,$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where $S^{bw} = X(I - V^{bw})(I - V^{bw})'X'$ represents the local geometric structure of inter-class samples.

According to maximum margin criterion, the objective function, that maximizes the margin between classes and avoids the small sample size problem, is defined as

$$U = \arg \max \{U'S^{bw}U - \eta U'S^{wi}U\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (29)

where $\eta$ is the balancing factor which adjusts the second term to ensure a positive objective function. We empirically observe that $\eta$ has not much impact on the performance. For avoiding the degeneration, Equation (29) is restricted by the constraint $U'XX'U = 1$.

It is known that Equation (29) is a constrained quadratic programming problem.

In practice, there can be an arbitrary view angle for facial expression recognition. Here, we simply suppose that there exist $V$ views for each sample. Given the samples
with the $i$th view ($i \in \{1, \ldots, V\}$), they are denoted as $X_i$. Concerning all views, 
Equation (29) can be formulated as follows:

$$[U_1, \ldots, U_V] = \arg \max \sum_{i=1}^{V} \mu_i U_i'([S_{bw}^i - \eta S_{wi}^i])U_i,$$  
(30)

with constraints $U_i'X_iX_i'U_i = 1, \forall i$, where the positive term $\mu_i$ is included to bring the 
balance between multiple objectives. Because of non-linear constraints, it leads to no 
closed form solution in the current form. Instead, the relaxed version of the problem can 
be obtained by coupling all constraints as $\sum_i U_i'X_iX_i'U_i = 1$.

In order to make the samples with the same expression label yet in various views 
accumulating very close, the new objective function is defined as follows:

$$[U_1, \ldots, U_V] = \arg \max \sum_{i=1}^{V} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{V} U_i'M_iM_j'U_j,$$  
(31)

with the constraint $\sum_i U_i'X_iX_i'U_i = 1$, where $M_i$ is the class mean matrix of samples 
on the $i$th view.

Based on Equations (30) and (31), we can finally obtain the completed formulation 
as follows:

$$[U_1, \ldots, U_V] = \arg \max \sum_{i=1}^{V} \{ \mu_i U_i'([S_{bw}^i - \eta S_{wi}^i])U_i + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{V} \alpha_i U_i'M_iM_j'U_j \},$$  
(32)

with the constraint $\sum_i U_i'X_iX_i'U_i = 1$, where $\mu_i$, $\alpha_i$, and $\beta_i$ are balancing parameters 
which adjust the importance of terms in the objective function and constraint item.

It is observed that Equation (32) is a standard generalized eigenvalue problem 
that can be solved using any Eigen-solver. Through this formula, we can obtain 
discriminative feature space of facial expression $U_i$ in each view. Here, we name our 
method as multi-view discriminative neighbor preserving embedding (MVDNPE).

### 3.6.2 Implementation

Our aim is to match two face images with the same or different facial expression label in 
different views. The mean-correlation maximization classifier is designed to classify 
this sample as follows:

$$\xi(\vec{v}) = \max_{\epsilon}(\text{mean}(\text{max}_{i}^{V} \text{corr}(U_i[X_{i,\epsilon}, U_i']\{\vec{v}\}_{i=1}^{V}))),$$  
(33)
Table 13. Comparative performance (%) of the methods on BU-3DFE and Multi-PIE databases, where * represents our methods (VII, published by permission of BMVA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>BU-3DFE</th>
<th>Multi-PIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCA (Turk &amp; Pentland 1991)</td>
<td>67.70</td>
<td>69.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA (Belhumeur et al. 1997)</td>
<td>65.87</td>
<td>76.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPP (He &amp; Niyogi 2003)</td>
<td>69.33</td>
<td>74.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPE (He et al. 2005)</td>
<td>69.63</td>
<td>74.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIFT+Multi-view Bayes (Zheng et al. 2009)</td>
<td>68.35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDA/GMM (Zheng et al. 2010)</td>
<td>68.28</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNPE*</td>
<td>69.72</td>
<td>74.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVDNPE*</td>
<td>72.47</td>
<td>76.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $X_{i,c}$ represents training samples of the $c$th facial expression label with the $i$th view, $corr$ represents Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient operator, $V$ is the number of views, $mean$ and $max$ are the mean and maximum value operators, respectively.

3.6.3 Experiments

The presented method is extensively evaluated on the BU-3DFE (Yin et al. 2006) and Multi-PIE (Gross et al. 2010) databases and is compared with several state-of-the-art facial expression recognition approaches. Experimental results in the original Paper VII demonstrated that this method consistently achieved the highest recognition accuracies among other methods under comparison.

BU-3DFE database

By projecting 3D facial expression models in various directions, we can generate a set of 2D facial images with various facial views. In our experiment, we choose 3D models with the highest level of intensity to generate five yaw views ($0^\circ$, $+30^\circ$, $+45^\circ$, $+60^\circ$, $+90^\circ$) with six facial expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise).

In experiments, we randomly divided 100 subjects into ten groups, each one having ten subjects. In each trial of the experiment, we choose one group as the test set and the other ones as the training set. We conduct ten trials of the experiment in total such that each subject is used as test data once. The experimental parameter setup can be
Table 14. Accuracy (%) of facial expressions at five views on BU-3DFE database (VII, published by permission of BMVA).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>View</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>45</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anger</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disgust</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happiness</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadness</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>77.33</td>
<td>74.33</td>
<td>72.67</td>
<td>70.50</td>
<td>67.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

referred to Paper VII. The confusion matrix of this method is computed. It is shown that the proposed method achieves good performance on each facial expression (i.e., 71% for “Anger”, 67.40% for “Disgust”, 55.80% for “Fear”, 88.60% for “Happiness”, 63.20% for “Sadness” and 88.80% for “Surprise”). The comparison with two recent methods, SIFT+Multi-view Bayes (Zheng et al. 2009) and Bayes discriminant analysis via Gaussian mixture model (BDA/GMM) (Zheng et al. 2010) is shown in Table 13. We also give the accuracy of PCA (Turk & Pentland 1991), LDA (Belhumeur et al. 1997), LPP (He & Niyogi 2003), NPE (He et al. 2005) based on the framework of Hu et al. (2008b). The very satisfactory performance achieved among all the methods under comparison reflects the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.

Table 14 shows overall recognition rates as well as the recognition rates of facial expressions of the proposed method across various views. The increasing view angles can affect much the performance of facial expression recognition. One reason for that may be that the information that can be obtained is less with the increasing of view angles. While the angle reaches 90°, there is a 9.83% in the performance. The optimal results for average, anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness are achieved when face images are in the frontal view. From Table 14, it can be seen that “surprise” expression was recognized more easily at angles of 30°, 45° and 60°. These are most likely because the lip movement provides respective evidence to surprise expression in the non-frontal view. It is surprising to see that the performance of sadness at 60° is better than the one at 45°. This is mostly likely due to that the lip movement has more evidence at 60°. We can also see a similar situation for anger at 45° and 60° because of the eye movement.
Multi-PIE database

In this experiment, we have chosen 100 subjects with five facial expressions (disgust, scream, smile, squint and surprise), normal illumination and thirteen poses, ranging from the left profile (-90°) to the right profile (+90°) at an interval of 15°.

The confusion matrix is also given in Paper VII. It is shown that the proposed method achieves good performance on each facial expression (i.e., 65.77% for “Disgust”, 83.54% for “Scream”, 78.69% for “Smile”, 73.54% for “Squint”, and 82.62% for “Surprise”). Therefore, the facial expressions with the recognition performance ranked from the best to the worst are the following: scream, surprise, smile, squint, disgust. The recognition rate for scream is 83.54%, while for disgust it is only 65.77%.

The comparison with PCA, LDA, LPP and NPE is shown in Table 13. It can be seen that our approach on this database outperforms the PCA, LPP and NPE, in which their rates are 7.71%, 2.27% and 2.71% lower, respectively. And our method also performs better than LDA by 0.74%. The very satisfactory performance achieved among all the methods under comparison reflects the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.

3.7 Discussion

This chapter presented two variants of the component-based method and three methods to handle and compress the influence of three factors, i.e., illumination variations, face occlusion and face poses.

The methods proposed in Section 3.3 are motivated by the recent component-based method and the previous work in Section 2.6. They aim to develop the new variants of the component-based approach, including component-based single feature descriptor (CSFD) and component-based multiple feature descriptor (CMFD). The CSFD presented in Paper IV contains two stages: the face component localization and facial representation. In the first stage, the ASM is used for detecting facial points on facial images. According to the geometric information, six face components are located. In the second stage, LBP-TOP was utilized to each face component. In contrast, the CMFD presented in Paper V only focuses on three facial components, where LBP-TOP and EdgeMap are used for each facial component. For CSFD and CMFD, they employ decision-level fusion for fusing features of all components. Additionally, they also use the weight learning approach to learn the optimal weights for all components. It is
found that CSFD and CMFD only apply the LBP-TOP feature descriptor for describing the feature of facial regions. Other spatiotemporal features are not evaluated for both methods. This is the limitation of CSFD and CMFD. Actually, other spatiotemporal features, e.g., STLMBP presented in Section 2.5 and the temporal extension of CLQP in Section 2.4, can be used as well.

The approach proposed in Section 3.4 (Paper IV) aims to solve the illumination variation problem by using the NIR imaging system and CSFD. The NIR imaging system provides the robustness to monotonic gray-scale changes caused by illumination changes for facial expression recognition. Especially for increasing discriminative power, the feature selection based on AdaBoost was applied to each face component on the CSFD. The advantages of this method include: (1) It combines the advantage of NIR images and component-based LBP-TOP approach, which enhances the ability of robustness to illumination variation; (2) it considers abundant temporal discriminative information, which makes it flexibly adaptive to various illuminations. This method has been evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively, and compared with well-known feature descriptor and illumination normalization in Paper IV.

For the second factor, a solution to the dynamic facial occluded expression recognition problem was presented. Based on CMFD, the occlusion detection was further proposed towards facial occlusion in video sequences. It is flexible to build the adaptive occlusion detection for throwing away the occluded blocks. A completed facial expression system was presented in Paper VI. It was the first complete way of addressing dynamic facial expression recognition under occlusion by combining feature descriptor and occlusion detector. It has been thoroughly evaluated in various conditions of occlusion, and quantitatively compared with the state of the arts. Experimental results show that it consistently achieves good performance under some classical types of occlusions. Though the proposed method obtains promising results, it still hard resolves other challenging type such as the face is totally occluded.

For the last factor, a manifold-learning-based method was used to solve the face pose. This method was described in Section 3.6 (Paper VII). It consists of two stages: multi-view model learning and the classification of emotions. In the first stage, each discriminative subspace was created by using the presented discriminative neighborhood preserving embedding method. Additionally, each subspace further preserved much discriminant information according to intra-class boundary. Furthermore, the correlation of each subspace was explored to obtain a new feature space, which in addition contains information on view. In the recognition stage, the mean-correlation maximization
classifier was designed to determine its type of facial expression of various views. This method is the derivation of cross-view face recognition of tackling the face pose in facial expression recognition. Numerous experiments demonstrate that it achieves better performance than the methods under comparison. Unfortunately, Section 3.6 (Paper VII) suffers from the following limitations: (1) the influence of other feature descriptors, e.g., CLQP in Section 2.4, is not evaluated, and (2) it only tests the method on still images.
4 Summary

Facial expression recognition provides a good protocol to evaluate the emotional state of human beings. This thesis first involves spatial and spatiotemporal descriptors for facial expression recognition, and then further discusses potential solutions to the problems caused by uncontrolled environments, including illumination variations, facial occlusion and pose changes.

4.1 Methods and contributions

All methodologies proposed in the thesis inherit the advantages and abilities of LBP and LBP-TOP and subsequently enhance their performance.

In Chapter 2, three new feature extraction descriptors are presented, which are originally described in Paper I-III, respectively.

(1) A more generalized LBP method (Paper I) has focused on the advantage of CLBP and LQP. Firstly, the new descriptor re-visits the decision function of LBP following the principle of CLBP. Additionally, the use of orientation information is exploited for facial expression. The completed information can make the feature set robust. Moreover, it attempts to resolve the problems of LBP restricted into specific patterns. The revised vector quantization based on k-means is utilized to learn the flexible pattern, and it also allows using the deep spatial structures and having efficient computational cost.

(2) A new two layers spatiotemporal descriptor (Paper II) is studied. The multi-layer structure of LBP in still images motivates us to develop a similar framework for describing dynamic facial expressions, since this structure is robust to gray-scale changes. Therefore, a new descriptor exploits a compact representation of features and the principle of LBP-TOP for facial expressions. It aims to have little information loss and be not restricted to one octave. More specifically, the magnitude and orientation information of the monogenic filter are extracted, and then they are encoded into a statistical histogram using the framework of LBP-TOP.

(3) A sparse spatiotemporal feature method combines the geometric information and LBP-TOP. It aims to resolve the problems caused by the facial outliers and unnecessary facial parts. It also attempts to compress the redundant information from the whole face. In the implementation, the feature descriptor is achieved by using ASM and
LBP-TOP, where ASM can focus on regions of interest and LBP-TOP efficiently obtains the appearance and motion features. Furthermore, the discriminative information is obtained by using feature selection. Finally, multi-classifier fusion is further utilized in the output of features for boosting the performance.

The thesis also considers three common environment conditions.

(1) It firstly studies two variants of the component-based approach, including component-based single feature descriptor (CSFD) and component-based multiple feature descriptor (CMFD). In CSFD, six interesting face regions are chosen, and then LBP-TOP is utilized to extract the features. In CMFD, multiple feature vectors are extracted from three facial components. Instead of concentrating features, decision-level fusion and weight learning are developed to combine all features and assign the optimal weights for all features, respectively.

(2) The thesis further employs an NIR imaging system and CSFD for handling with the illumination variation in facial expression recognition. The NIR imaging system is robust to illumination variation. Furthermore, CSFD is shown to outperform LBP-TOP. Additionally, an attempt is made to increase the discriminative ability of CSFD by using a feature selection method. The NIR imaging system can enhance the resistance of CSFD features and disCSFD to the poor illuminations. A combination of CSFD or DisCSFD and NIR imaging system works well in different illuminations.

(3) The thesis investigates the major problem of facial expression, i.e., if the hand or other stuff occludes some face regions, it would influence the system of facial expression recognition. Here, CMFD is presented to show its good performance in normal videos and occluded ones. More importantly, an occlusion detector based on sparse representation is presented to throw the occluded region away. As well, weight learning is used to assign the weights to three facial components. Different from the traditional methods in occlusion of facial expression, the work successfully combines the advantage of feature descriptor and occlusion detection. To our knowledge, the proposed method is the first one to use occlusion detection in video sequences.

(4) The thesis finally discussed the critical issue of facial expression, namely, how to tackle the pose changes. A multi-view discriminative neighbor preserving embedding approach is presented to recognize the facial expression in arbitrary views. It is found that the intra-class intrinsic structure is still ignored by manifold learning. It first exploits the intra-class intrinsic structure and the inter-class penalty graph to strengthen the discriminative power of neighbor preserving embedding. In addition, the maximum margin criterion revisits the objective function. Furthermore, the latest multi-view model
of face recognition and multi-set canonical correlation analysis are exploited to make the correlation of intra-class samples with distinct angles maximization. These schemes lead to lower dimensional features with discriminative capability of facial expressions.

The contributions of this thesis can therefore be briefly summarized as:

(1) Investigation of facial expression representation goes through spatial and temporal analysis. In the progress, three new feature descriptors are proposed to provide robust and stable methods for future facial expression recognition. In addition, they have the efficient computational cost. More specifically, firstly, a completed generalized texture description is presented by encoding the deeper sampling structure and producing a flexible pattern for facial expression recognition. The method compensates the lost dominant property. Secondly, a dynamic texture description is designed based on LBP-TOP for the dynamic facial expression recognition problem. It enhances the robust ability of LBP-TOP to illumination changes. Finally, a combination of geometric features and LBP-TOP produces a new texture descriptor that compresses the redundancy of facial images. These feature descriptors can be viewed as the new variants of LBP.

(2) Comprehensive analysis for three critical conditions, including illumination variation, partial occlusion and pose changes, is studied. Three new ways are presented to resolve these problems. They also make the facial expression recognition system suitable for the real-world conditions. More specifically, an NIR imaging system with a component-based LBP-TOP method provides a new perspective to easily solve the illumination variation. Then, a completed system based on component-based method and occlusion detection provides a new application to handle occlusion. Finally, a multi-view framework avoids pose estimation and makes it reliable to recognize facial expressions at arbitrary views.

4.2 Limitation and future work

In the view of feature extraction in facial expression recognition, all feature descriptors in this thesis are mainly designed based on LBP and LBP-TOP. The proposed three facial representation methods in Section 2 provide new aspects and tools for the problem of facial expression recognition. From a practical viewpoint, they can be applicable to many areas of interest as there is a wide range of topics that involve the particular problem of face analysis, such as micro-expression analysis, pain detection and video-based face recognition, amongst many others.

Despite the promising results, the presented approaches in this thesis are limited to
acted facial expressions. In practice, spontaneous and subtle facial expressions can more reveal the real emotional state of human beings. The proposed methods in Section 2 may suffer from the subtle changes and irregular motion variation of facial expression in spontaneous behavior. In many applications of human-computer interaction (HCI), it is important to be able to detect the emotional states of the person in a natural situation. Measuring the intensity of spontaneous facial expressions is, of course, more difficult than measuring acted facial expressions due to the complexity, subtlety and variability of natural expressions. Acted facial expressions may differ in appearance and timing from spontaneously occurring expressions. Hence, there is still room for improvement and extension to spontaneous facial expressions in order to make a dynamic facial descriptor sufficiently generalized, stable, efficient and accurate.

Another important part of this thesis is that we study the effects of illumination changes, partial occlusion and variations for the applications of facial expression recognition. Furthermore, the methods are proposed in Section 3 to resolve the problem caused by these real-world conditions. These approaches exploit the features and machine learning methods in subtle ways. The novel solutions in Section 3 can provide new aspects and tools for resolving the problem caused by real-world conditions for other applications, e.g., face recognition and gender classification.

Though the proposed approaches seem practical and robust to these effects, most of the experiments are based on artificial databases. As far as we know, the light, facial occlusion and view changes are still difficult problems, not only for facial expression recognition, but also for face recognition and micro-expression analysis. Also, how to automatically recognize facial expression when three cases occur at the same time remains a challenging issue. Up to now, there are no complete databases, including all three conditions of illumination, occlusion and pose, especially in videos. Thus, it would be interesting to study whether a combination of the proposed methods would be working at more difficult environments.

In addition, it is found that the features used in Section 3 are limited into LBP-TOP. In fact, other spatiotemporal features presented in Section 2 can be developed instead of LBP-TOP. They would obtain more promising results. On the other hand, the proposed approach in Section 3.6, only considers the view changes in still images. It would also suggest a possible solution for the dynamic facial expression recognition with arbitrary views through a multi-view model.
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